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STUDIES IN TURBULENCE AND TURBULENCE CONTROL

The following projects have been completed. A brief discussion of the work is given, and tie

principal publications are listed.

A. Projects which bear on research in reacting flows

1. Differential diffusion: Consider two scalars homogeneously mixed in the plenum chamber

of a jet. The jet is turbulent. The two scalars have different Schmidt numbers (i.e., their molecular

diffusion coefficient are different). What effect will this difference in Schmidt numbers have in the

far field in the instantaneous spatial and temporal distributions of the two scalar fields'? This is a

fundamental issue in the context of combustion where several species with different diffusion

properties are mixed by turbulence. A popular assumption made in combustion studies is that

differential diffusion effects are negligible.

Experimental data on differential diffusion between two species with large and quite disparate

Schmidt numbers were obtained in a turbulent water jet by optically measuring the two species

concentrations simultaneously. Experimental conditions were chosen to eliminate possible inertial

effects. Schmidt number ratios of 4 and 18 were considered. Differential diffusion was found to be

statistically significant and to manifest at scales far larger than the Batchelor scale. In some

instances, the concentration signal for the species with larger diffusivity was simply a blurred

version of the other, while in some instances structures present in one signal were absent from the

other. This second observation, presumably a more complex effect due to diffusion across velocity

gradients, has been discussed.

The work is submitted for publication to the Journal of Fluid Mechanics as: Differential

diffusion in low Reynolds number water jets, by J.R. Saylor and K.R. Sreenivasan

I ,,2'r



3. Photobleaching of sodiumfluorescein in water. As a secondary outcome of the differential

diffusion study, data concerning the photobleaching of sodium fluorescence in water were

obtained. The importance of avoiding this effect in fluorescence studies is emphasized.

The results are available in preprint form: The temporal behavior of the photobleaching of

disodium fluorescein in water, by J.R. Saylor

2. Scalar dissipation conditioned on the scalar concentration: In the pdf methods for the

scalars, the quantity that needs modeling is the conditional expectation of the scalar dissipation

conditioned on the scalar concentration itself. To date, there are no reliable measurements of this

quantity. We have measured it in the following cases: dye concentration fluctuations in a water jet,

temperature fluctuations in the wake behind a heated cylinder, and temperature fluctuations in high-

Reynolds-number atmospheric turbulence. The effccts of Taylor's hypothesis are tested by

obtaining both spatial and temporal data. Similarly, the effect of probe resolution has also been

tested by making measurements at different resolutions. Finally, the effect of using one component

of the scalar dissipation instead of the sum of all its three components has been studied.

This work has been has been submitted for publication to Physics of Fluids A: Conditional

scalar dissipation rates in turbulent wakes, jets and boundary layers, by P. Kailasnath, K.R,

Sreenivasan and J. Saylor.

3. Helium jets: We have finally completed a detailed study of with helium jets issuing into air.

The principal rcultF were summarized in the final report on AFOSR-87-0116, and the publication

summarizing the results has appeared in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics (vol. 249, pp. 619-664,

1993), and a copy is enclosed.

4. The thickness distribution of the Oil regions in turbulent diffusion flames: The O01

radicals in a hydrogen diffusion flame burning in ambient air were visualized using planar laser-



induced fluorescence. Local thickness of the 01-1 regions were measured at three downstream

distances. Measurements show that the thickness is distributed approximately lognonnally.

The results were published as: The thickness distribution of OH regions in a turbulent diffusion

flame, by A. Johnson, K.R. Sreenivasan and M. Winter, Comust. Sci. and Tech. 89, 1 4,

1992. A copy is enclosed.

B. Basic turbulence work

1. Kolmogorov's refined hypotheses: In 1962, Kolmogorov put forward a vital refinement

of his earlier phenomenological theory of high-Reynolds-number turbulence. An important

quantity in this description is the flux of energy Or transferred across scales of size r. Kolmogorov

assumed that, in the inertial rarge, Or is the only relevant quantity upon which all other quantities

would depend. Furthermore, he identified Or with rtr, where Er is the rate of energy dissipation

per unit mass averaged over a volume of linear scale r. The basis of Kolmogorov's theory is

contained in the following two celebrated hypotheses.

Thefirst similarity hypothesis: If r(<L, where L is a measure of the large scale of turbulence,

the probability density function (pdf) of the stochastic variable

V- =Au(r)

(rer) 1 /3

depends only on the local Reynolds number Rer = r(rer)113/v, where v is the kinematic viscosity

of the fluid and Au(r)=u(x+r)-u(x), u being the x-component of the velocity vector u(x) and r is

measured along x.

The second similarity hypothesis: If Rerl, the pdf of V does not depend on Rer either (nor

on r, and is therefore universal).

We have earlier shown that the pdf of V depends on r as well, but also showed that several

idhwr o•p , of flwese hlvothecs hold. Evcn before this verification, consequences of these



hypotheses had been used extensively in the turbulence literature. In spite of their widespread use,

the hypotheses pose some troubling problems; the primary shortcoming is that they have not yet

been derived from basic principles. Under the assumption of statistical independence of velocity

increments across scales of the order of the Kolmogorov scale, we have been able to show that a

modified version of Kolmogorov's refined similarity h,,potheses follows purely from probabilistic

arguments. The connection of this result to three-dimensional fluid turbulence has been discussed.

It has been shown that the physical picture of a cascade need not be assumed a priori, but rather as

an a posteriori interpretation.

The work will appear in an AlP book as: Independent velocity increments and Kolmogorov's

refined similarity hypothesis, by G. Stolovitzky and K.R. Sreenivasan

2. Self-affine time traces of turbulent signals: Consider a snapshot of a turbulent flow, and

define iso-velocity or iso-concentration surfaces in that snapshot, Previous studies have shown that

such surfaces are self-similar and can be characterized by fractal dimensions. In contrast, consider

a time trace of temperature or velocity at a single point in a turbulent flow. For such quantities, the

abscissae (i.e., time) and the ordinate (i.e., temperature or velocity) are two very dissimilar

entities, and the signal can be rendered into a variety of objects by stretching one or the other axis.

For example, by stretching the time axis, one can make the signal look very smooth; it will then

have a dimension of unity. By compressing the time axis, the signal can be made very rough and

almost space-filling. These curves are therefore harder to characterize in terms of fractal

dimensions. We have finally understood the way in which this can be done.

The material is written up for publication as: Fractal dimensions of time series in turbulent

flows, by K.R. Sreenivasan and A. Juneja, submitted to J. Fluid Mech., 1992

3. Synthetic turbulence: On the basis of the fractal and multifractal work with which we have

been concerned so far, we have been able to outline a scheme for constructing a stochastic field that

differs in no significant way statistically from velocity fluctuations in high-Reynolds-number
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turbulence. We designate this field as synthetic turoulence. The scheme for generating synthetic

turbulence consists of the following three ingredients, implemented here in one dimension. From

such signals, one can construct velocity increments, box-averaged dissipation rate, Kolmogorov's

universal variable V, all of which have the same properties as their counterparts in the real signal.

Also, properties such as the power spectral density, correlation function, fractal dimensions, etc

can be duplicated. The importance of this finding is two-fold:

(a) It shows that the physical picture we have of the turbulence dynamics in high-Reynolds-

number turbulence is essentially correct up to some level of accuracy.

(b) If one can generate a field that is so close to turbulence, such a field can serve as good

initial conditions for direct numerical simulations.

The work is available in the form of a preprint as: Synthetic turbulence, by A. Juneja, D.P.

Lathrop, K.R. Sreenivasan and G. Stolovitzky.

4. The wavelet decomposition of turbulence: The wide range of spatial and temporal scales

excited in fully turbulent flows have been historically represented by Fourier modes. It has been

recognized recently that wuvelets possess several advantages over Fourier modes, especially in

strongly inhomogeneous shear flows dominated by localized structureb. We apply wavelet

transform to independent realizations of two-dimensional sections of the dye concentration field

in turbulent water jets at moderate Reynolds numbers, and show that the smaller the scale the

more stringy it is in two-dimensional intersections. The transformation from the large scale to

small scale can be better described by a self-affine process associated with the stretching due to

the velocity field rather than by a strictly self-similar process characterized by a geometrically

similar break down process. Statistical measures such as the number of structures at a given scale

and the average aspect ratio of these structures are calculated. We also analyze the space-time

data on two-dimensional sections of the concentration field, and analyze interactions of various

wavelet scales. A principal conclusion to emerge from the analysis is that the wavelet

coefficients which are disparate in scale or separated widely in space are nearly statistically

independent. This notion has been put to use in predicting the probability density function of

wavelet coefficients (wpd). A theory has been worked out for the wpdf for passive scalars in

ilnt flmws, ;Ird th1 rc.inltinlg eqtalionls arc clo,,cc by invoking the Fokker-Planck



approximation as well as the statistical independence of wavelet coefficients. The theory is

compared with the results from experiments. It is found that the theory works well for large and

intermediate scales but not for the small scales. The reasons for this failure of the theory have

been explored, and it is shown that a particular form of statistical dependence makes the theory

in agreement with the experiment.

One paper has been written and submitted to Physics of Fluids A: The wavelet coefficiel,t

probability density function for turbulent flows, by P.L. Similon and K.R. Sreenivasan. A

seconfd paper is available in draft forni as: The multiscale structure of turbulent water jets, by

K.R. Sreenivasan and R.M. Everson

5. An update on the intermittency exponent in turbulence: The issue of the experimental

determination of the intermittency exponent , m, is revisited and it is shown that the 'best'

estimate for it is 0.25±+0.05. This 'best' estimate is obtained from recent atmospheric data, and is

based on several different techniques of measurement. The work appeared in Phys. Fluids A, and

a copy is enclosed.

6. Other work: Aspects such as the scaling of the structure functions in the inertial as well as

dissipative scale ranges, the effect of filtering on the Kolmogorov's 4/5 relation, the scaling

relations of circulation, have been studied in some detail. They will not be reported here. As and

when the results appear in print, copies of the papers will be mailed to AFOSR.
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The instability and breakdown of a round
variable-density jet

By D. M. KYLE AND K. R. SREENIVASAN
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Mason Laboratory. Yale t'niscrsity. Nek tiaiecn,

CT 06520, tSA

(Received 23 May 1991 and in rekised form 10 Nokember 1992?

A study has been made of the instability and the subsequent breakdown of
axisymimetric jets of helium/air mixtures emerging into ambient air. Although the
density of the nozzle gas is less than that of the ambient fluid. the jet is essentially non-
buoyant. Two kinds of instability are observed in the near field, depending upon the
mean flow parameters. When the ratio of the exiting nozzle fluid density to ambient
fluid density is /J, > 0.6. shear-layer fluctuations evolve in a fashion similar to that
observed in constant-density jets: the power spectrum near the nozzle is determined by
weak background disturbances whose subsequent spatial amplification agrees closel
with the spatial stability theory. When the density ratio is less than 0.6. an intense
oscillatory instability may also arise. The overall behaviour of this latter mode (to be
called the 'oscillating' mode) is shown to depend solely upon the density ratio and
upon D/1, where D is the nozzle diameter and 0 is the momentum thickness of the
boundary layer at the nozzle exit. The behaviour of this mode is fouiid to be
independent of the Reynolds number. within the range covered by the present
experiments. This is even true in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle where. unlike in
the case of shear-layer modes, the intensity of the oscillating mode is independept of
background disturbances. The streamwise growth rate associated with the oscillating
mode is not abnormally large, however. The frequency of the oscillating mode
compares well with predictions based on a spatio-temporal theory, but not with those
of the standard spatial theory.

From high-speed films it is found that the overall structure of the oscillating mode
repeats itself with extreme regularity. The high degree of repeatability of the oscillating
mode, in association with a strong pairing process, leads to abnormally large centreline
velocity fluctuation, with its root-mean-square value being about 30% of the nozzle
exit velocity. Energetic and highly regular pairing is found also to lead to the early and
abrupt breakdown of the potential core. The regularity often extends even to the finlr
structure immediately downstream of the breakdown. An attempt is made to explain
these special features both in terms of the large-amplitude vorticity field, and in terms
of the theoretically predicted space time evolution of wave packets.

1. Introduction

Except at very low Reynolds numbers, a laminar shear layer with constant densily
is unstable to arbitrarily small disturbances. These disturbances evolve by selective
amplification as they convect downstream (Cohen & Wygnanski 1987). The migration
of vorticity resulting from the instability forms axisymmetric or helical structures
accompanied by large-amplitude fluctuations. Generally. these structures interact with
one another and contribute significantly to entrainment and niixing by convective
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transport ( Winant & Browýand 1 974.ý and to thle aeneration of acoustic noise (C(riehiton
1 975: Sarohia & Massier 1977; Kibens 1980). VTery often. engineering interest arises,
when the nozzle fluid density /,, is significantly less than the ambient, fluid densit\;
The kinematics and dynamics in the nlear field of, %ariahie denlsity fet iU. th0lcuo
the present study. Bef'ore discussing its Specific objectives, it IS helpful1 to rev~iew thle
previous literature on the subject. This is best done bY reviewing the experimental and
theoretical Studies separately.

I Ix itu'll

Several early studies indicate that the mean flow\ evolu ion in the near field can be
sensitively dependent upon the density, ratio. *S = ,/p.(onrsin & U beroi (1949)
measured the temperature and velocity fields f'or various nozzle gas tempera Itures In
heated a Ir jets. 1o-o temiperatures correspondi11ng with .S' = 0.95 and 0.62, thle,, found
that the potential core terminated at X/D :ý 5. where .x Is the distance along thle axis
and D is the nozzle orifice diameter. When S was decreased to 0.49. how\ever, the
potential core terminated at Y/ID: 3.5, followed by a relatively sharp drop in thle
centreline temperature and velocity. Beyond the potential core. the jet w idth for 5
0,49 was approximately twice that for S =0.95. Data obtained by Landis & Shapiro

195 1) and Sf'orza & Mons (1978) in heated air ~jtadb hIs(96)Tobc

(1969) and by Abramnovich et al. ( 1969) inl heterogenecous jets confirm that. b)elow, S N
0)60. mnixing processes are significantly enhanced in the near field. Abramovich ct id.
( 969) Measured the spread rate of' the shear layer and f'ound that in addition to the

dependence on thle density ratio, spread rates were also sensitively dependent upon the
jet Reynolds number atid upo.1n the initial shear-layer thickness,'

'Ihere IS evidecelC to suggest that thle mean flow variations described above irtay be
Iinickd to a bnortnalls intense instability modes sustained onlyv when thle density ratios
atm nxl Sintilh & .Iolanneseni (1986) obtained power spectra uising microphones
loca led itt tre acotistic l'ar field of hleliurn/argon jets issuing, into air. In pure helium 'jets
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tile\- discovered an oscillatory, jet instability for Mach numbers below 0.56. Reminiscent
of, the mlean flowý results of' Abrano-vich cI ali. ( 1969). this instability w\as found to
depend upnthe precise nozzle cotu.The density dpncnor ependence ofl'.et noise for higher
veloci ties is reportedl by Hodich et a. ( 1973) an rd by C'han & Leong ( 1973). Kyvle ( 1986)

and Sreenicasan. RaghuL & Kyle ( 1989) examined spectra obtained along, the Centreline
of low-speed helil-tm/air jets. and found that thle jet intblt of the tNype obset ved by
Smith & JohannLIC11 is Sustained in jets with density ratios at least ats lar~ge ats 0 ', These
auithors showed that the oscillatory behaviour can dominate thle flow in thle entire near
field see figure I Y Monkewitiz et al. (1990) have obtained similar results in heated air

Thle observation that the spectral density function is dominated by at discrete
frecquency, spike of large magnitude aaid its higher harmonies. quite unlike the situation
in constant density jets. suggests the occurrence of' a new phenomenon. '-hie time
records used f'or calculating these spectra are so long that many wave crests pass by the
fixed hot-wire position during at single time record. In order to produce such 'spiky'
spectra. there must be relatively little random variation from one passing, structure ito
the next. or the modes must preserve their phase over many cycles. Stationary Imaces
in the near field of variable-density jets reveal that the spiky power spectra are indeed
accompanied by extremely coherent ring vortices formned along thle Jet columin, ats
exemplified by figure 2((1) and ofther photographs presented by Kyle ( 1998), Sr-ýcrivasan

a/ci. (1989) an(1 Monkewitz ci ali. (1989). We shall decnote this henceforth as thle
.oscillating m-ode'. Radial profiles of' the mean temperatunre (M onkexyitz et al. 1990)
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suggest that these structures may be unusually eflCctive in convecuVe Orarlport. The
variable-density jet can undergo a catastrophic spread near the end of the potential
core. as seen in figure 2(h) (see also Sreenivasan eit ti. 1989: Monkewitz, ci a/. 19 ,8 9 ).
This spread is associated with tile radial ejection of` fluid in thie form of 'side jet,,-
(Monkewitz et al. 1989). which may be due to the growth of azimuthal instabilities in
the highly strained region between the vortex rings (Licprnann 1991 ). At the end of the
potental core, the ring, structures vanish (figure 2). Power spectr:, gencrallN show that
the subharmonic reaches its maximum tovards the end of the potential core (Kylc
1986, 19881, suggesting the occurrence of wortex pairing (Ho & Huang 19Y2).

In addition to variable-density jets. several other flow.s such as wakes (e.g.
Strykowski & Sreenivasan 1990) and countercurrent shear layers (e.g. Strykokski &
Niccum 1992) show similarly well-ordered structure under certain conditions. Part]% in
an effort to explain these observations, tile theoretical framework of space time
instability of fluid flows has seen a resurgence in the last few years. Since w\e wish to
remark on the applicability of the theory to our experiments, it is necessary to review
the theory briefly.

1.2. 77worY

Even though the organized state that we are trying to explain here is highly nonlinear.
the theory -Nhich purports to explain the onset of this state is linear. Unlike
temporal instability of the basic state where one considers the growth in time of
spatially periodic perturbations. or the spatial instability where one considers the
steady-state response of the basic state to spatially localized but time-periodic
disturbances, it has been found more useful to study tile response of a quiescent system
for t < 0. perturbt:,' impulsively by a disturbance of the form -- 4(0v) Mat The resulting
disturbance takes the form of a wave packet, as discussed by Sturrock (1958). Briggs
(1964). Gaster (1068a. h) and Huerre & Monkewitz (1985). among others. The wave
packet may be regarded as the Green function from wl'ich the complete response to
any distributeci perturbation can be deduced.

Using closely related formulations, Briggs (1964) and Gaster (1968 a, h) have shown
that if the wave packet evolves over a long period of time. then the motion at every
point (x, t) in the physical plane which results from a single pulse pc, turbation can be
associated with a specific wavenumber k. Thus for quite general conditions (Bers 1983).
along each trajectory x/t = constant the fluid motion is eventually dominated by a
single complex wavenumber k*. which simultaneously must satisfy the two relations:

?%!*/k.= O. (I I.1)
o,)(k*)/ikJ, = .v/. 1 .2

We may view (1.1) and (1.2j as determining k*(x/t) for any given x/i. Note that the
functions to, i are just the real and imaginary components of the dispersion relation.

Our intention is not to review the mathematics which leads to (I. 1) and (11.2). but to
point out its physical content to the extent needed here. Each wave excited b tlhe
impulse perturbation immediately starts to grow (or attenuate) and propagate at a
distinct, finite rate. In due course, the energy associated with certain of these modes will
tend to prevail in particular locations. To see which modes prevail and at what
locations, let us imagine several observers of this system, each moving at a different
speed x/t. At lirst, each observer may notice many of the excited waves thei are
propagating at his speed, but one wave will eventually dominate his field of view. it is
the wave winch simultaneously has an associated real group ve!ocitN that matches lhe
observer's speed (equation (1 .2)). and has a transient growth rate w thai is at ti,axinIumnl

I______________
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thle obserxcr. field of x rcx' I his bchax k dr has been a na \ Ncd h\ phitIxV.( vtr
ii 968 aj B~riggs. I 94 and ot hcrN '.cc the rcx icx\ b\ II ICTQcr & \I fnkcxx /)01
and is called *h~olulc In'.ahilitx It hia'furth iver) bccn hoxx thal x hcll -It if.
discrete trckluencx o'., thatrorn, xxii cxk aixC ca thle riur:11 notA onix if) rc~p0on'.c It
an impulsec perturbation. but al'.o in response it) ncarlx ank spaliallx Iocaii/cd
perturbhation xx ith ar-bitrark tilrnc depenldence ise hBrigg\ 1964. 23(M) en In r-Ca
flow~s. natural e~keitatioil resombhies a continual random proces'., thtis~toca 1,h/ed in)
space ( e.g. at thle '.vstcm boundary 1. It is t herefore compciiing tw con ecclurc that if much
af flow resembles in some approxilmaw sense all atisoin iclx unstable sx stein. it maxý
support o~scillatory instabilities of tie sort described earlier.

(lastr & Davev 196M8 hav e examined tile xx ax packet xxiiich eocx lxe front anl
impulSe pert urbat ion fin the inviscid waike In this study VA *.xi) and MV A x cr
Calculated for at range of wv . The particuliar wkeJk profiles xx hich thex examined xx eic
not absl)Outel unstable. HUerre & Nfonkewir, (19S5) hake c om~a ted tilc imlpulse
response in a plane shear layer bet ween two pifale ra Idsrcins. and tou nd fotr ccr Iami
countercurrentl flowks that ,,(k*t1)1 >{0, i.e., it' pcrturbed locally. thil, ideahlied sxk steml
xwiil eventually- develop oscillatios xxith fr'equency m~ (k10 ti at fixed points su rrourdt ng
the spmace time origin. Koch 19NS) has exa mined thle xx ake for at broad range of profile'.
and found that the wake can also be absol utv unstable. Pax ithra n & Redekopp t I981)
have studied the impulse response for varia~,1e-donsitv .,hear layers. xvhile 'Monk-Qwit1
& Sohn ( 1986. 1988) hake examiined heated round jets. These latter authors found for
a family of density and xvelocity profiles that tile jet is a bsoiuteix unstable xvien .S i,
sufficiently small.

1.3. MVt nitfionfinr the preskent work and thi/u rmtt i of the' paper

This experimental investigation is aimed at obtavining a clearer phx sica I understanding
of unstable modes which ex'ove in bhe near fHeld (mo the tranusition region)I ofiariabHe-
densityjets. A key f~eature of these experiments i., that tihe% alre Itell Contro 4ed. in that
they explore within the ranges covered the dlependence of' the tloxx on each of thle
important governing parameters separately. xvhlile tile others are fixed. \\e have chlosenl
conditions for wvhich the foxy is incompressible and buovanc\ effects are negligible.

We had earlier ( Kyle 1986: Sreenivasan vi, at. 1989) perfortmed an eýxperimrental
investig~ation of tlie S-dependence of the oscilllatorv mode. and Ibuind that at soni jet
speeds, the measured onset value of S roughly corresponded xwith the theoretical x aluc
for which b)( *(() first became positive Mionkexvit/ cir all. (I 99(I) 1found fil, hi ela\ viour
fin heated jets as xvell, and further observed tiat tile St rouhial nunib11er rzenera li falls
wikithin tie range predxicted bx their theory. Detailed quLa nt itatix cconipa risons betxx cCIi
theoy and ohkser'a tion for corrcspon~i-rdig values of governing, pa~~rimeter x alLie's hav.e
not been made, primia ri ly beca use ofthle lack~ of experimnenta I control alIrcadrý discussed.
Ati added imotiva thi r for the present study is to compare. where possiHe 1or a
relat ively xvridc pararrmet c ranuge. tilie predicted parametric dependence of tilie onset of1
thle inlstabili xwith file observe"d behlakiour,
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neat11 the Onset 0of osc~i ItIne! mIOdeC aid arctic It hal1i hold dCJ)0Il- 1s1iit (ml p t n h
Rcx iolds num11ber. thle dellsitx ratio, the rati11 01f nzI0/c dIAnCictc to10 irI\c

thick ness. and baick rUnI0,1d (dk1tu rhances,. [in ý4. ýx c discus, Inauric Ix cti\il,2 on

obtilinint- a i. -r1le kinemalitic description of Oilc osilatnemde aiw( It
"lubseLILInent irea kdomi process:- usili nm aN'et o I' liih-sp1cd films1 tormc 1~ 1 .1:
paLra mleter x at ties, In COnjunct001 oN',0 xx klasfr D oppler x clocinmietr\ Anc ~i cnii C

uSLdv th UM1 Iid Mtid[l Of' Iaree1011-a lk
osýcllaitinu mode and normial shlear lilxcr mlodes. In ý 5 xx l(icCIlcitII1c on eicltures' ot
thc polXcr sped rn i obtained In tlie rccifol iiClo is to i hc nozzlc cvla Mi.hcrc 11w
disurbnce MI e MsImall: w\e SRIx 'he jntCnIt\' and thle 1"clucc of1C) ea1Cch kin1d of IIIdc

ais I Unct Onls of'efu omicpa ramleters ado h iraix cdiianc
Fl mphasis is placed onl thle beh imon r of' the Oscil ,1IL tin gindc Heati onMiad (on
(list] nenilshinu the ditlerent kinds ol' instablilt% existil ing x aIaI le-dns ts . Where
appropriate, comiparisons between experimlent and theorx atre noted. A,, an aid to
UndrIOstanding, thle origin of tilhe oscillatinu, mnode. ,\w icu in) ý 6 its rcs pons11e iii

acoustic forcing and other chanc2es in the enxironmient. The patper conclude,, xxiI ll
In Mx ich thle natu~re ofOI heoscil11LaI ne ode is, discuissed in termis of hot h ýorticit\ and
the space tim-e instability. The Appendix summar11il-zeS certaitill issues, iii \dx edIn
interpretingl. the hot-wire mlea1suremnents miade in thle inhortog-eneous flolx considered
here.

2. Experimental arrangement
The jet facilitx consists of at stainless steel settling chamnber with screens of'Nxarxing

cradittion and at capability for attaching miatching nozzles of different eit diaers
The nozzle and the settling chamiber are mnovable whille the optical table surrounding,
the nozzle is fixed. making mneasuremients at x'ariOuIS streaimwse locations relatIxelx
easN. Details of the fiacilitv are described in Stein ( 1969). Meatsureenirts xwere miade xx ith
no77e,; of 9 I and 13.3 mmr. both maichined fromnluinu stock. The 'iý I mmi nozze
(contraction ratio 190) is designed using, a cubic equation for thle contOtir (Hfussain &
Ranijee 1976). and the 13.3 mmi nozzle (contralction ratio 93) Is desialned xx ith anl
ASM E series low /)' contour (Bcan 1971 ).

Vatrious densities of' the jet fluid were obtained by Mixing hlelium a ;nd air In desired
proportions. B~efore being mnixed, the heluium and air flow. rates were mietered sepatraiel\
using calibrated rotarreters. The calibrations xvere carried out separatelx bx correlatinei
the rotamneter readings with the volumnetric discharge Q through the nozzle. C) xx a
calculated Using

where D) is the exit diamecter of' the nozzle. U, is the potential core xelocilt\ in the e\it
platne (found to be uniforin except For thle bouindary lae).* is the displacemlent
thickness associated with the houndary lay'er at thle nozile exit. The displacemntcl
thickness was mneasured directly, as described in § 3, wa,,,\is determined b,, measu,1ring-
the prcssure drop thr-ough thle niozle with i a Ba rafron pressure transducer JTYpe 37011-
l0). and uingil- Bernoull",I's0fk1rm11.111

A f'ew, critical veclocity mecasuremients were malide usiong a lI'SI lax~er-lDoppler
x clociimeter I )V operated in 'Onwa rdl-sca tt tr mode: ain aerosol ofkw~ater droplets Was,1
us~ed for seeding pt rt ide. A hot wvire (01 pn diatmet er. 0.6 mmi aicti xe leng it). opera ted
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Fi(;'Ri 3. Experimental coniOuration t used tiar obtaining high-s;pecd imotion pictureý, ot the CTONol
field in a gas jet. Framing speed was 70(00 f.p.s. R, and R, are \o CO tCa\ e .f indricWd tr'QlCct0r, \% hIch
create an intense plane of illumination.

on constant temperature mode on the DANTEC 55M01 anemometer. was '11so used
to measure velocity in air jets. In heterogeneous regions, the hot w\ire cannot. in
general, be used for determining the absolute value of the velocity, because the signal
E is a function of both velocity u(t) and local helium concentration t(t). i.e. E = E(u(/).
c(t)). One can always measure the velocity inside the potential core where the fluid is
homogeneous, but such probe intrusion can significantly alter the stability cha-
racteristics of the oscillating mode (see Sreenivasan el al. 1989). Unless otherwvise
stated, the hot wire was positioned outside the shear ;aver at -= .•D + 511. It is shown
in the Appendix that normalized power spectra obtained at this location are
approximately the same as the normalized power spectra of u' obtained inside the
potential core. as long as the disturbances are small. Spectral density curves were
obtained on a single channel HP Spectrum Analyser (model 3561A). This device
displays a discretized spectrum using 400 equal subintervals. or 'lines' to span the
desired frequency interval. Several standard spectral windows can be used w\ith thle tast
Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, We have always chosen to use a *flat top" window.
A few of the spectral measurements to be reported are concerned with the "widthl of
a given peak in the power spectrum. For such measurements, the bandwidth and centre
frequency of the spectrum analyser display were adjusted so that the spectral peak
spanned a number of lines which was of the order of 1(0. This practice was found to
minimize the effects of discretization on this type of measurement.

High-speed motion pictures were made of the jet by illuminating the flow with a
narrow sheet of continuoUs laser light (7 W) in a plane coinciding with the jet axis.
Motion pictures were obtained using a Wollensak "Fastax WF6" 16 mm motion
picture camera with 400 ASA movie film. In order to capture several frames within one
oscillation cycle, it was necessary to film at high repetition rates, and the film speed
ranged up to 7000 s '. This required intense illumination for adequate quality of the
images- The laser sheet was therefore formed using a 'multipass cell' as shown in figure
3. The laser light was reflected back and forth between the two concave cylindrical
reflectors creating an intense plane of' illumination without ever passing through a
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diverging lens. This method is discussed by Long et al. (1983). The no/zle fluid \Nas
made visible by seeding it with a polydisperse aerosol of water droplets doped with a
fluorescent dyc (sodium fluorescene). The droplets were generated using a TSI aerosol
generator (model 9306). Instantaneous images were obtained using a pulsed Nd: YA(G
laser. In this case. the laser sheet was formed using a concave cylindrical lens to diverge
the beam in the axial plane, and a convex cylindrical lens to converge the beam in tIe
horizontal plane. The laser had a power density of 2 x 10' J s p prpulse and a pulse
duration of about 10 ns. The images were captured on a Photometrics "IC200' (CD
array with a 1300 x 1035 pixels, and were processed using in-house software (Prasad &
Sreenivasan 1990).

3. Governing parameters
Separated free shear flows of heterogeneous composition can potentially depend

upon a large number of parameters. However, by limiting the range of flow conditions
and by exploiting justifiable approximations. one can construct a set of experiments
whose outcome depends upon just a few non-dimensional parameters. We chose at the
outset to limit this study to Mach numbers AM U,,!a, less than 0.3, here a, is the
sound speed for the ambient air. For most of the experiments. Al was substantially
smaller. Under these conditions. the Mach number effects are uniformly small.
Experiments of Bradshaw (1966) in isothermal air jets suggest the same (see also §5.1):
straightforward scaling arguments applied to the full energy equation (Kyle 1991)
suggest that this is so also for the variable density case. Thus. the non-dimensional
governing equations depend upon the Reynolds number Re = U,, D/r,,. the Richardson
number Ri = (/,-p,)Dg/p, U"', and the Schmidt number Sc = i', ID,,..,,:. Here.
DHx.., ,. is the diffusivity of helium into air. g is the acceleration due to gravity, and %,
is the kinematic viscosity of the nozzle fluid, which itself can be calculated using Wilke's
(1950) approximation based on the statistical mechanical theory of Chapman Enskog.
In the present experiments, the Richardson number Ri < 1.4 x 10 1. and so the
buoyancy effects are negligible (Kotsovinos 1975). Further. although Schmidt number
effects may not be neglected a priori, Sc is not an experimental variable in this study
because D ne ai. is essentially independent of the relative concentrations of helium and
air (Geankoplis 1972).

3.1 . Inflow boundary conditions

The flow everywhere upstream of the nozzle exit is slow and has uniform composition.
Reynolds number similarity therefore assures us that the non-dimensional velocity
distribution at the nozzle exit is a unique function of the Reynolds number. Figures
4(a, b) show radial profiles of the streamwise velocity L,(r)/ 1,, obtained in the
separated boundary layer for the 13.3 and the 9.3 mm nozzles, respectively, over the Re
range covered in the experiments. The profiles are similar and agree closely with the
Blasius profile. For all profiles, 3*/0 was within +4% of the Blasius value. Here. ( is
the momentum thickness defined by

0 = f (U(r)/ U,,) [I - U(r)/ U,] dr, (3.1)

and A* is the equivalent plane displacement thickness defined by

* [1 - U(r)/UJ dr. (3.2)
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FIGURE 4. Variation of streamwise velocity in the nozzle plane (.v 0.06 mm) at •arious Reynolds
numbers: 0, Re= 16000, Fl, Re = 7000: x . Re= 5000: *. Re= 3500: +. R= 2700: .>. Re
2100. (a) U(r)/U,. for ASME nozzle. D = 13.3 mm: (h) L(r)/U,, for cubic equation nozzle. ) =
9.3 mm. (e) Fluctuation amplitude u'i U, for ASM E nozzle: ! 1 13.3 mm. (d) Fluctuation amplitude
u'/U, for cubic equation nozzle: D = 9.3 mm. Measurements are obtained using a standard hot wire
in air jets.

The upper limits of integration r,,1 signify the location where U(0/1 ,, = 0.1. The
longitudinal velocity fluctuation intensity profiles u'(r)/Ue. (figures 4(c, d)) exhibit
peaks at (ID - r)/O = 3, this being typical of jets with initially laminar shear layers
(Hussain & Zedan 1978). Centreline values u'(O)/U,, at various speeds U,, were in
the range 0.08- 0.19% in the 9.3 mm cubic equation nozzle, and 0.17 -0.23 " for the
13.3 mm ASME nozzle. Both the mean and fluctuating velocity data indicate that the
boundary layers separating at the lip of the nozzle are laminar over the Re range
considered. Because the separated boundary layers are laminar, and their shapes are
essentially invariant, the parameter 0 fully characterizes the normalized velocity
profiles, so that an appropriate non-dimensional ratio is D/O. Figure 5 shows DP/
values calculated from the above profiles. For all the data presented here, D/O will be
reported from which the corresponding value of Re can be found from figure 5.

The jet is isothermal, as confirmed by direct measurements. The density ratio S
p,,1p., is therefore just equal to the ratio of the molecular weight of the helium/air
mixture to that of air since, for low Mach numbers. the effect of pressure on the density
is negligible. With these assumptions, it is easy to show (Kyic 1991) that all olhcr Inon-
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FIGUR,: 5. Momentum thickness 0/!D as a t'unction of the ReNnolds number Re:<. 13.3 mm
ASME nozzle" 0. 9.3 mm cubic equation nozzle.

dimensionalized) thermophysical properties of the nozzle fluid, such as the kinematic
viscosity ratio v',,/,, are uniquely specified by S.

3.2. Overall parameter dependence

The analysis so far suggests that all non-dimensional characteristics of the flow should
depend primarily upon the global parameters DiO. S and Re. A major goal of this
paper is to evaluate the dependence of the oscillating mode of these three global
parameters. As we are interested in the growth of small disturbances in the near field.
it is also important to take account of the effects of the time-dependent disturbances
imposed on the flow. These are due to acoustic noise and to vortical disturbances
originating upstream of the nozzle. Such background disturbances may. under certain
circumstances, strongly affect the flow. though they may be weak (Cohen & Wvgnanski
1987: §5 of present paper).

Finally, it is of interest to note that in the limit Re - x and Af 0. the system of
equations and boundary conditions governing the heterogeneous. isothermal flow is
analogous to those governing the heated air jet (Brown & Roshko 1974: Kyle 1991).
Whenever possible we shall compare our measurements with results obtained by
Monkewitz et al. (1989, 1990) and Raghu & Monkewitz (1991) in heated air-jet
experiments for similar values of D/O and S.

4. Evolution of highly organized structures in the near field

Before proceeding further, it is helpful to have an overall kinematical description of
the transition from organized to disorganized states in variable-density jets. At the
instant shown in figure 2(a), an axisymmetric wave appears close to the nozzle and is
followed by two vortex rings in the streamwise direction: beyond this. the nozzle fluid
necks down and finally 'pinches off', leading to a disorderly structure downstream, A
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D)/i 92 69 69 69 60 60 60 50 50
S 1.0 0.66 A.4N 0.29 1.0 0.58 0.48 0.4h 0.29
A/, 38 37 35 44 36 31 38 37 39
Ui 125 120 85 67 132 146 75 110 47

,r.BLJ- I. A,"/ and LI/O as measiired directly fromn the flins: D = 13.3 mm. Values represent a;n
average of 100 successive eddies, lets dominated by the oscillating mode are indicaied in bold print

region of fluid having a relatively low concentration of nozzle gas surrounds the
disorderly structure and extends beyond the range of the image. In order to study the
history and interaction of these structural elements, high-speed motion pictures have
been made of the transition region of the jet issuing from the 13.3 mm nozzle for nine
different combinations of the governing parameter S, D/O and Re. The density ratios
range from unity (air into air) down to S = 0.14 (pure helium into air) while DIO lies
roughly between 50 and 91 (see table i). LDV measurements are correlated with the
films for the same flow conditions. The results of this effort are summarized below.

4. 1. General obserrations

In certain visual respects, the evolution of large-amplitude structures was found to be
similar for all nine flow conditions considered. Instability waves which form in the
initially laminar shear layer are always axisymmetric" between I and 2.5 diameters
downstream of the nozzle. these waves fold or 'break' and quickly roll up to form a
train of vortex rings, the centres of which continually move downstream. These are the
vortex ring structures seen in figure 2(a). When the oscillating mode is present. each
vortex ring is involved in exactly one pairing inside the viewing region (0 _< x/D <
4.75), whereas in jets not supporting the oscillating mode. the interaction is less
repeatable and a vortex ring occasionally passes from view without coalescence.

The pairing process itself can be seen in the sequence of ten successive movie frames
of figure 6. These frames advance from left to right, with the left-most frame in the
bottom row immediately following the last frame in the top row. By comparing frames
I and 6, 2 and 7. and so forth, it is seen that the overall structure in the transition region
repeats itself to a remarkable degree; even the fine structure downstream of the
potential core termination repeats for many cycles. It is evident that the processes
involved in the growth, interaction and breakdown of vortices all evolve temporally in
a periodic fashion.

While these pictures are quite instructive, they do not tell the whole story: flow
visualization experiments in constant density jets also show some repeatability of
structure interactions at low Reynolds numbers below about 10' (Becker & Massaro
1968; Browand & Laufer 1975; Davies & Baxter 1977). However, for nozzle Reynolds
numbers of the order 10" and above, there is much less repeatability in constant-density
jets; further, the initial instability of the laminar shear layer could be both axisymmetric
and helical (Browand & Laufer 1975-L Drubka & Nagib 1981) quite unlike the
situation here.

The differences between the two classes of jets are quantified in the remaining
subsections.

4.2. The disturhance warncength and ware-hreaking len,1,h

Two lengthscales which characterize the disturbances in a shear layer are: (i) the wave-
breaking length, L. and (ii) the disturbance wavelength, A. These are defined in figure
7. Their values, as deduced from the high-speed motion pictures, are summarized in
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FIGURE 7. Typical pattern of disturbance evolution (after Becker & Massaro 1968).

table 1, where the data have been non-dimensionalized using 0. Each entry represents
the average data on 100 successive vortices.

For flows which do not support the oscillating mode, A/0 values shown in table I
vary about a mean of 35.7 with a standard deviation of about 2.3. This variation
appears random, hence A/0 appears to be essentially independent of D/0 and S in the
ranges considered. We note that the inviscid linear theory of Michalke (1971) indicates
that, at D/O , 69, the most spatially amplified mode for S = 1.0 has a wavelength
A/10 z 33. Furthermore, the analysis indicates that A/0 is only weakly dependent upon
D/O and S; for example the most spatially amplified mode at D/O ;, 69 for S = 0.50
has wavelength A/10 • 34. These theoretical results are in good quantitative agreement
with the data shown in table I for jets which do not sustain the oscillating mode.

For flows which do support the oscillating mode, A/0 differs significantly from the
values just discussed. At D/O = 69, S is reduced from 0.48 to 0.29, which encompasses
the boundary for the onset of the oscillating mode, and A/0 increases from 35 to 44.
This suggests that the characteristics of the oscillating mode differ from other shear-
layer modes. Measurements of the passage frequency presented in §5 will show that this
is indeed the case.

The LIO values presented in table I show a marked distinction between the range
of wave-breaking lengths in flows which sustain the oscillating mode and those which
do not. For D/O 50 and 60, reductions in S also correspond with reductions in L/O
(by 57 % and 48%, respectively). The implication is that the instability waves break
much closer to the nozzle in the presence of the oscillating mode. Physical intuition
suggests that the wave-breaking length depends upon both the streamwise amplification
rate of the instability waves as well as their 'initial' intensity. In § 5 it will be shown that
the intensity of the oscillating mode is indeed closely associated with its large initial
value.
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FIGURE 8. Histograms of wavelength AID and wave-breaking length LID for various S: D10 69;
Re = 5500; D = 13.3 mm; sample size = 100. From top left to bottom right: S = 0.66, (T = 0.08 ('T
here is the standard deviation for the histogram); S = 0.48, (r = 0.09; S = 0.29. 0- = 0.04: S = 0.66.
a-=0.14; S = 0.48, o- = 0.16 : S = 0.29, rr = 0.05.

4.3. Orderliness in kinematics

Figure 8 shows histograms of AID and LID for three different values of S, for D/1
69. The standard deviation, o-, characterizing the uncertainty in the measurement of
any single passing structure was estimated to be +± D. It is seen that a- for the
wavelength data is roughly twice for S = 0.66 and 0.48 than that for S = 0.29. Recall
from table I that at D/O ; 69, the oscillating mode dominates the transition region for
S = 0.29, and is absent at S = 0.66 and 0.48. The standard deviation for the wave-
breaking length is roughly three times larger for S = 0.66 and 0.48 than that for S =
0.29. These results indicate that, for flows dominated by the oscillating mode, unusual
regularity exists in the wavelength and in the location where the wave-braking process
begins.

In figure 9, the locations of twelve successive eddies are followed from frame to
frame for S = 0.66 and S = 0.29, with D/O - 69. The trajectory of each individual
eddy is plotted from the wave-breaking point to the point where coalescence begins
(see figure 6). Once individual vortices begin to wrap around their neighbours, their
location can no longer be tracked. Focusing first on S = 0.66, it is seen from the first
point of each trajectory that wave breaking occurs randomly in time (location along
the abscissa) as well as in space (location along the ordinate). This result is expected
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from the histogram of L shown in figure 8 for the same 2onditions. rorm the final point
of each trajectory it is seen that the coalescence process also exhibits signilficant random
variation. For S = 0.29, however, both the roll-up and the coalescence are quite
regular (see also figure 8). Such regularity is exhibited in all of the jets which support
the oscillating mode. From the combined facts that pairing induces complete pinching
off of potential core fluid, and that this process occurs with extreme regularit. one
might expect that an axial profile of the time-averaged nozzle fluid concentration
should exhibit a very sharp drop in the region where ibis process occurs, This is in fact
the case (see also Chriss 1968: Tombach 1969).

Notice that the framing rate in the filis was adjusted to be such that the dtration
for ten frames coincided with the subharmonic. This orderliness seen in figure 6 shoxxs
that the entire flow field approximately repeats itself after every subharmonic period.
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4.4. (Centrefin,,c reh)(i1 1

The longitudinal component of velocity has been mneasured at various streanmwse
locations along the centreline using the LDV set-up mentioned in §~2 . Possible ellects
of seeding on the flow were investigated by monitoring the change in thle freqecLIIyC of
tile oscillating mode. The frequency as measured by a hot wire o~tSIde thle Shear la~er
never differed from tile seeded case by more than 2!/. A data rate of' 10000f , 'allowed
LIS to construct a reasonable time trace. from which thle spectra shown in figure 10 kxerc
Calculated for ~S = 0.29 and 1)/l =- 50. In figure 11. thle spectral intensities of' the
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FiiuRRE I. Spectral amplitudes foý the fundamental and the subharmonic seen in figure 10:
(0, fundamental; F. subhlarnionic.

primary and subhtarmonic modes are shown explicitly as functions of x/D. Notice that
the ordinate in figure 10 is compressed and the abscissa is expanded (say. relative to
figure 1 ) so that the spikiness of the spectral peaks is not apparent at a cursory glance.

It is useful to correlate the spectral intensities in figures 10 and I I with the motion
of the flow structures. At .x/D = 0.6. the power spectrum exhibits a single peak. The
frequency of this mode corresponds with the average local passage frequency of the
initial axisvmmetric wave. This is the fundamental mode, which continues to grow in
intensity along the centreline evea as the waves seen in tile films break and roll up. The
subharmonic appears in the spectra at around x/D = 1. and attains its maximum

intensity along the centreline at x/D = 3. It is seen in the films that this nmaximum
occurs at a location where fluid along the cent reline is rapidly accelerated during the
pinching off process. which, of course. occurs once every subharmonic period. Beyond
X./D = 3 all discreie modes in figures 10 and II continually decay in the streamwise
direction until, at x/D = 7. the subhairmonic is barei; discernable above the
background. Correspondingly, the remnant of the pairing process appears in the film
to become more diffuse as it travels downstream of v/D = 3.

Figure 12 shows the centreline profiles of the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) velocity
u'/U, and the mean velocity U//Ut, for S = 1.0 and 0.29. and for D/1 : 50. For
reference, note that these are the same conditions as for figures 6. 10 and II. The
centreline turbulence intensity for S = 0.29 attains much larger amplitude compared
with the air jet (S = I). To our knowledge, such large intensities of the order 0.3 do not
",ccur in an unforced constant-density jet. The peak u'/U,' value occurs at v./D = 3.0.
which also corresponds with the peak in the subharmonic mode (figure I1). Thus, the
abnormally large velocity fluctuation found in this jet is primarily associated widh the
vortex pairing process. UIU,, is seen to fhll off rapidly starting from a diameter or so
from the nozzle. On the other hand, we have already mentioned in 4.3 that the densit,
of the gas along the centreline is approximately uniform until the pinching off starts at
about x/D = 2.5. In the region 1.0 <_ x/i) < 2.5 slow, dense ambient air is being
engulfed by the roll-up process, but this mixing does not penet;ate to the centrellne.
The attenuation of (/(J,. therefore implies the existence of an adverse streamwisc
pressure gradient.

In summary, the breakdown of the highly organized motion neair the nozzle occurs
in a qualitatively similar manner in all jets with 50 < D/) <_ 100 and 0.6 •< S _< 0. 14,
and is characterized by the growth (f, axisymmetric instability waves in the initially
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laminar shear layer: they pair and pinch off the potential core. The unique teatures of
the oscillating mode are the following: (i) their wavelengths arc not well predicted by
linear stability theory (§4.2): (ii) waves break very close to the nozzle (§4.2) , (iii) at each
point in the near field, the flow' is highly organized around the subbharmonic period
(§4.3): and (iv) fluctuations arc intense and interact strongly with the mean flow field
(§4.4)

5. The dynamical aspects of the near field
In this section, properties of the oscillating mode are studied at short downstream

distancesx/O < 75. We make use of power spectral density curves obtained from a hot
wire located outside the shear layer, where these curves arc representative of th, power
spectrum for the strcamwise velocity inside the shear layer (see Appendix). These ne,.r-
field measurements will be used in §§5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 fo-r the purpose of studying the
evolution of the oscillating mode with respect to the global parameters Re. D/O and S,
When cast in dimensionless form, Ahis behaviour may be meaningfully compared with
the theory of absolute instability.
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5.1 Moa AI //uar~oiamm\ it jit 5 fixcd

W'e cmnpiasi/e that in quanitative SI udieS reported inl thisl' Paper. oneC paramtclr at a
timne wýas v~aried k-ecipinge others fixed. Thle first section is ineant to illust rale the
qualitative change~s wNhich occur inl the povker spectrumi by steadily varying, the jet
\elocily ý\xhue holding thle noz~.e gas density constant.t

Figuire 13 depicts these quahlative changes Rn .5 = 129 as the exit %Qlcit is % aried
"f-rom 3.0) to 9.0 rn/s. N ote that the spectral distirihutions corresponding to 3.0 and
5A Wt s are similar in that their peaks occur at identical frecquencies. This freq nency
invariance was also exhibited in power spectra of u obtained by Cohen & Wy cnanlski
1 9S7A inside the shear layer at x/D :z 0 for air jets. They SLuggested that thle (relati\ elý

wýeak) spectral peaks could be attributed to the acoustic resonance properties of the
upstreami plenum chamber. which are of' course dependent onixý upton the Ca'it\i
geometry and the sou-ind speed (sce ais) Clowv & Champagne 1971 ). Tile 50111c
conclusion had been reached by HLuSSain & Rainjee (1976) whcn they flound that
neither the shape of thle no/tAe contour nor- variations in D) /0 had( any effect onl the
Irecqtency of' several spectral spikes both upstreamn and dowNnstream of the nottle
con traction. These observations imply that the distribut ion of spectral peaks obtained
n the nearlfieddofihetergeneousjets twith unillormn gas compostionm upstream of the
riotil shuldd li kewise be independent of the jet% elocit\. as indeed e\ idenced in fizgnre
I3I We also note that the frequenc~ly of ' neIt nations that are excited by the ubiquitous
ambient acoustic signials will be independent of thle velocity and density.

When t ', is increased fromn 5.0 to 7.0 rns. however, a (listinct spectral peak ernerges,
above the backgcround spectral distributionl of u'. Thisl, is the oscillating nmdei which.
near to its onset, does, not appear to influence the intensity ofnmodes at neighbouring,
'trcqtiencies. Such interaction does appear only when the oscillating mnode has grown

mnore in tense (asý in the uppermost spectrum in figure 13 correcsponding to I t
9A) ims As.' suggested by fig~ure 1 3. we have consisten tly fotund that thle spectral
inten~t \ of the oscillaling mnode increases rapid ly and Conltl tnt uouslv with I ulca r it,
onscl, .Ol whnmcasn i .1 al nvý Ii ed location ýsee also Monlkxewit, cI al. 1900)). The
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frequency of the oscillating mode increases monotonically with LU,,. Note that because
the oscillating mode alone is velocity dependent very near the nozzle. it can be readily
distinguished from the background disturbance peaks near to its onset.

Figure 14 shows qualitative changes that occur in the spectral distribution of shear
layer disturbances as the velocity is increased above values for which the oscillating
mode has already achieved a relatively large intensity. In the spectrum corresponding
to U. = 41.5 m/s (at the bottom of figure 14), the tallest peak atl/= 1733 Hz is the
fundamental of the oscillating mode. Its subharrnonic and several higher harmonics are
also evident. Between U,, = 49.6 m/s and 65.8 m/s (second and fourth spectra from the
bottom) the velocity evolves from a stable periodic state to one dominated by
disturbances with relatively broadband spectral content. Note that although the pure
periodicity is lost, these relatively broadband disturbances are still to be regarded as the
oscillating mode, simply because the frequency and intensity change smoothly with I',,
This transition has been discussed by Kyle & Sreenivasan (1988. 1989) and M onkewitlz
ef ti. (1990). In this same velocity range. the subharmonic of the oscillating mode
diminishes in intensity at this streamwise location and finally vanishes. As the velocity
increases above 65.8 m/s (fourth spectrum from the bottom), the oscillating mode
diminishes in amplitude and finally disappears.

At about 57.7 m/s (third spectrum from the bottom) two other broadband modes
emerge with frequencies which differ by approximately a factor of two. Their
frequencies are apparently not related to that of the oscillating mode. As the velocity
increases above 57.7 m/s. these modes intensify. It may be thought that compressibility
affects the disappearance of the oscillating mode or the emergence of these other
broadband modes, since 442 = 0.126 for the uppermost spectral density. However. this
is almost certainly not so because they occur at Al2 = 0(10 2) for S = 0.29 and
,W2 = 0(10 :') for S = 0.48 (see §5.2), The possibility of Mach-number dependence
will therefore not be further mentioned.
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OUr nleasureents were made over a six-year period using sc\etal scittlilng chaniher
contigurations. four nozzles with differing contraction contours, and relate to the
iollowing parameter ranges: 0.14 • ,S -< 1.6: 40 <)" < 15 20: (JO. (On
the basis of data obtained from lilms (§4). centreline LDV measuremients (t4) and near
field hot-wire measurements described in this section so far. we concludC lhat tile oDlI
modes that are sustained in our facility. \which are unique to heliurn/airjets. are: ii t1hV
oscillating mode. along with its suhharnionic and higher harmonics, and ii the
broadband modes evidenced in figure 14 at higher ,alues of' D1iO and Rc.

Monkewitz ei al. ( 1990) have reported that the heated airljet will support two distinct
oscillatory instabilities having unrelated frequencies. which they call 'Mode I and
"Mode 11'. The bulk of their observations pertain to 'Mode I1'. We note that kinematic
features of their 'Mode 11' are similar to those of the oscillating mode. In spite of the
existing uncertainty about the parameters governing these instabilities, there appears
to be good agreement between the S range for 'Mode If I (S -- 0.62) and for the
oscillating mode (S •< 0.61). as well as between tile Si) = fID/1, valuIes for the two
modes ( 0.45). The oscillating mode. like 'Mode I1'. was determined by experiment
to be axisymmetric. From these comparisons, and others it) be developed further in
s§5_ .5.3, it is reasonable to suppose that 'Mode II' supported in heated jets and the
oscillating mode in He/air jets are essentially the same.

Little is known about the physical nature of these broadband modes: for example.
we ha\c not determined their azimuthal dependence. It is not known whether thle
occur in heated air jets. because Monkewitz et al. did not examine V,. beyond where
"Mode I!' (the oscillating mode) began to broaden, whereas it is precisely at these U,
values that the broadband modes first appear in He/air jets (figure 14). As to the
possible correspondence of these modes with 'Mode I' of Monkewitz ct td., it should
be noted that 'Mode I' is very *spiky' whereas the broadband modes. by definition, are
not. Furthermore, at any given S. 'Mode V' occurred in the facility of Monkewitz vI
at. at only the small U, values (small D/O and Rc). whereas the broadband modes were
observed in our facility only at high speeds (large D/rI and Re). We tentatively conclude
that the 'Mode I" instability does not occur in helium/air jets.

5.2. D/O dependemle •c/ tihe i'eqiie'v of* he oscillating mode

The principle of dynamic similarity assures us that when fluctuation frequencies are
expressed in non-dimensional form, their values must depend only upon D/I. Rc ý,nd
upon background disturbances, if S is fixed. For the case of fixed nozzle gas
composition these parameters cannot be varied separately using a single nozzle. In
order to examine whether the Strouhal number Si, =)fD/ U, is a function of either
D/) or Re alone, data obtained in both the ASME nozzle and in the cubic equation
nl07le are plotted together in figure 15. It is assumed that difference in the exterior
geometry of the nozzle lips are not significant enough to affect the results. S,, values for
the two jets are quite disparate when plotted as a function of Re (figure I5a). where
they match well when plotted as a function of D)/ (figure 15h). Re values in each jet
differ by approximately a factor of 2.3 at each D/O over the range of interest: the
maximum initial shear-layer disturbance levels (u'/ U,) for fixed D/O values differ in the
two nozzles by a factor of about 2.2. It follows that, to within experimental error. non-
dimensional frequencies for the oscillating mode as well as for other modes sustained
at large D/O are dependent upon D/O alone over the parameter range of interest, and
that the Reynolds number is felt only indirectly through its influence on 1)/'0. Subbarao
(1987) studied an oscillating mode in buoyant helium jets (0.08 < Ri < 0).79) having
fully-developed parabolic velocity profiles at the nozzle exit 1)/ = 15). and found that
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experiments: 0, additional prominent disturbance modes in present thcilitvy: . oscillating mode
(Mode 11) in the heated air Jet (Monkewitz et al, 1990).

St, was independent of Re (I 500 < Re <, 12 500). However. it is unclear how relevant
his results are to the current ones. as the parameter ranges for the two studies are
di fferent.

In figure 16. the non-dimensional fluctuation frequencies shown in figure 15 for
S = 0.14 are replotted along with similar data obtained for S = 0.29 and S = 0.48.
It is seen that as S changes. the functional relation between the near-field stability
characteristics and 0/0 also changes. The lower onset value of D/IO for the oscillating
mode is about 40 for S = 0.29 and about 60 for S = 0.48. whereas for S = 0.14 it
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theory (Monkewitz & Sohn 1988).

extends below 40, and could not be ascertained. A qualitative feature common to all
three density ratios is that the oscillating mode vanishes when D/1 becomes large
enough. At least one of these new modes always persists beyond the D/IO bounds for
this study. Experimental data obtained by Monkewitz et al. (1990) in a heated air jet
with S = 0.47 are plotted along with helium/air jet data for S = 0.48. D/IO ratios were
calculated assuming the vorticity thickness 8,,, 50 for the initial velocity profile in the
heated air jet of Monkewitz el al. (1990). It is seen that the comparison is very good
indeed, even though at each D/O, Re differs by roughly a factor of 2 and the two flows
are not strictly analogous. This confirms the correspondence between *Mode 11' in
heated jets and the oscillating mode in helium/air jets.

The broadband modes that appear when D/O reaches large values one or two,
depending on the density ratio - do not correspond to 'Mode I" of heated air jets in
terms of the frequency range (0.25 _< St, < 0.3) as well as density ratio (0.55 _< S <
0.69).

The frequency data shown in figure 16 have been non-dimensionalized using the
momentum thickness as the lengthscale, and the resulting Si, = /1/- values are
plotted in figure 17. It is clear thatfscales neither on D nor on 0 within the D/IO range
covered. In order to find out whether.f scales 'more closely' on 0 or D. we have
evaluated A(St,,)/(St,,),, ... for each of the curves in figure 16. where A(St,)) is the range
in any one curve and (StD .... is the maximum value in the same curve, and compared
these ratios with A(St,,)/(St),,.,., calculated from figure 17. At each S. tie ratio for St,,
is approximately half as large as for St,,. Further, much of the variation in St, occurs
for D/O values above 80 (figure 16), whereas St, variations are small in this region
(figure 17). This suggests that as the shear-layer thickness becomes small relative to the
diameter, the shear-layer thickness tends to play a more dominant role in establishing
the frequency of the oscillating mode. The relative invariance o' St,, was not observed
in our previous study (Kyle & Sreenivasan 1989) because of tile limited 1)/U range
considered.

Another important feature emerges trom figure 17. The frequency of the stationary
mode. 4,,A(*(0)). as calculated by Monkewit/ & Sohn (1998), is compared with the
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experimental data for S = 0.48. The correspondence seems reasonably good for
smaller D/0. but degrades as D//i is increased. The Strouhal number of the broadband
modes also agrees with the theory for a range of D)/4. The spatial theory predicts that
the most unstable mode for S =0.5 should have 0.0125 4 Si,, << 0.013 fo~r this range ol
D/(i (Michalke 1984). which is clearly a poor prediction.

5.3. The intensity of i/he oscillating• uuio,
We turn our attention to the intensity of the oscillating mode. Specifically, we are
interested in choosing a non-dimensional measure of intensity which will reflect the
transition that the oscillating mode undergoes from a pure periodic disturbance to one
with a relatively broadband spectral content (see figure 14). One possible measure is the
ratio of the maximum intensity on the spectral peak. located at ./,. so the intensity
at the base of the peak. The "base" is arbitrarily chosen to be wherever the width

1 '

of the spectral peak, measured in Hertz, is equnal to i5f, Thus. letting .S',,(/) denote the
power spectral density of u' at frequency./A we define the base-to-peak intensity as
[S,,(.I)/S,,(./),k,•,.)]J. This measure of base-to-peak intensity is generally greatest
whenever velocity fluctuations associated with the oscillating mode arc simultaneousl5•
intense relative to background disturbance, and distributed over a spectral bandwidth
smaller than • ";

In figure 18. the near-field base-to-peak intensities for jets issuing from each of the
nozzles are plotted as functions of IJ/U for S =0.14. The curves correspond to fourth-
order polynomials fitted to the data. The curve for the ASM E nozzle matches quite well
the curve for the matched cubic nozzle. When the data arc plotted as a function of Re.
the two curves are relatively far apart (this result is not sho~wn). Thus, given S, the near-field base-to-peak intensity is mainly dependent upon ?i: alone. We had formerly
remarked (Sreenivasan s. at. 1989) that the transition to an oscillatory state occurs
abruptly with respect to changes in the governing parameters. This is illustrated by the
rapid rise in base-to-peak intensity as o/f increases from its lower lidnil see also figure
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base-to-peak intensity values. The inner contours correspond to larger and larger peak intensities.
Error bars denote uncertainty in experimental determination of onset. . onset in heated air jets
tMonkewitz Ct at, 1990).

13). As D/O nears its upper limit, the base-to-peak intensity varies relatively slowly.
This latter aspect is reflected in Sreenivasan et dl. (1989) by the large error bars used
by them.

In summary. we have shown that the non-dimensional frequency of the oscillating
mode and its near-field base-to-peak intensity are definite functions of S and Di)/0,
alone. Both these quantities vary significantly with D/1 and do not scale with either 1)
or 0 alone. An upper DiO limit for the oscillating mode has been found for all S > 0.14.
This limit is not influenced by either the Mach number or the Reynolds number.
Indeed. figure 15 shows that the upper D/0 bound is nearly the same for both nozzles,
A lower D/1 limit a!,k;o exists (except perhaps for S = 0.14). Such limits are useful for
assessing the accuracy of physical theories (see § 7) which predict *critical values'. They
are also important in the practical sense that they help establish the parameter region
relevant to the appearance of the oscillating mode.

5.4. The onsel o/'the oXcillatory state

In this section we study changes in the flow which result from small changes in S near
the onset value S,, for the oscillating mode, for various fixed values of D10. Physically.
this means that the normalized mean velocity profile at the exit is held tixed as the
nozzle fluid density is changed by small increments.

Figure 19 shows the results of systematic measurements of the near-lield base-to-
peak intensity for the range of ordered pairs (S, D/O) relevant to this study. To
construct these contours, base-to-peak data were obtained for S = 0. 14. 0.29. 0.48 and
0.60. At each S, curves were fitted to the data exactly as for figure 18. D)ata obtained
from these curves were used to construct the contours in figure 19. Onset values \%CIrc
further explored by slowly decreasing S at fixed DiO values of 83. 70. 60 and 50. Error
bars are shown for onset values only. The outermost curve marked '0' is the locus of
the onset value, 5,,, for the oscillating mode and the corresponding P/f. The region
inside this curve (i.e. below and to the left) correspond to inlet flow conditions which
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support the oscillating mode. Everywhere outside this curve, the oscillating mode is
absent. The S0, D/1 curve is useful for comparing the onset of the oscillating mode with
the predicted onset - or 'critical' -- values of S and DiO associated with absolute
instability. Over a range of D/O values which includes D/1 = 83, critical S values are
predicted to lie between 0.66 and 0.72 (Monkewitz & Sohn 1988). Thus, in the vicinity
of D/O = 83 (S, = 0.61), one might say that there is reasonable correspondence with
the theory. On the other hand, consideration of S,, over a wider range of D/O values
leads to a salient discrepancy: while figure 19 shows that for each S < 0.61 there is an
upper bound on the D/O values for which the oscillating mode can exist, the theory
predicts that for all S < 0.62, o.i(k*(0)) > 0 even in the limit of D/O-, Y. (Monkewitz
& Sohn 1986, 1988).

We are interested in the transition to a stable periodic state. Note that the contours
in figure 19 are labelled by the base-to-peak intensity. By drawing horizontal cuts
through these contours at different constant values of D/O, one immediately sees that
the transition to a stable periodic state brought about by decreasing S can occur in
various ways, depending on the choice of D/1. For example, at D/O = 50. a small
decrease in S below So • 0.31 is accompanied by a dramatic rise in base-to-peak
intensity, whereas at D/O = 83 base-to-peak intensity varies slowly with S below S,,
0.61.

In order to quantify the effects of D/6 further, the square root of the power spectral
density of u' atf 0, u;, is shown in figure 20 non-dimensionalized using Ut,, for D/1 =
50, 62.5, and 83. The data are plotted as functions of the normalized density difference
AS = (So-S)/So. The spectra were measured using a hot wire located at x = 100. and
r/D = 0.55 for all three D/O values. Shadowgraph images for each flow condition
revealed no detectable helium present at these locations.

Figure 20 shows that the functional relation between u,,/U•, and AS is different at
different values of D/O. The uncertainty in AS results primarily from the uncertainty
in the empirically determined value of S,. For small AS, the data in figure 20 may be
fitted to power laws of the form:

u;,,U,, =a(AS)" (AS > 0), (5.1)

U/U = 0 (AS 0), J
where the free parameters a and n are determined by the fitting algorithm. For D1i0 =
50, a = 10"' and n = 1.3, while for D/1 = 62.5, a = 101" and n = 1.36. For D/10 = 83,
the gradient changes snarply at AS ; 0.15, so that significant error occurs if the power
law relation (5.1) is fitted to the data spanning the entire interval 0 < AS < 0.76. If the
model (5.1) is applied only to points lying inside the interval AS < 0.15. however, the
power-law assumption seems suitable, with a = 10-"'• and n = 0.55. It should be
mentioned that the measurements were repeated at two other radial locations with the
results that the coefficient a becomes smaller for points further away from the jet (and
is thus a function of position), but the exponent n was essentially independent of the
probe position.

Monkewitz el al. (1990) measured the amplitude of near-field pressure fluctuations
in a parameter region quite near to the latter truncated range (onset occurred at
D/IO : 74, S = 0.62). A power-law relation provided a good fit when they assumed
the power-law exponent n = 0.5 for data spanning the interval AS < 0.26. They
further noted that Landau's weakly nonlinear stability theory (Landau & l~ifshitz
1959) predicts the r.m.s. amplitude of a discrete temporal instabilit, should lie on the
parabola u'2 -i AS when AS is small. Figure 20 shows that, while Landau's theory may
apply to the data at D/O = 83, it fails for D/! = 50 and 62,5.
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FIGURE 20. Square root of the power spectral density of u' at4,, u;,,. normalized by U,. and plotted
as a function of AS = (S,,-S)/S,, for various D/0: The power spectrum was measured with respect
to an arbitrary reference voltage which was constant for all of the measurements. 0. D/1 = 83; E.
D/O = 62.5; 0, DIO = 50. S = 0.14; r/D = 0.55. The uncertainty in S,, (see figure 19) is the primary
source of uncertainty in AS.

This failure is not unexpected. Recall that Landau & Lifshitz (1959) derived the
equation beginning with the factorization

ut.,/U, = A(t; S,- S)f(x). (5.2)

which assumes that the spatial eigenfunctionf is independent of the control parameter
S near the critical value So. The data of figure 12 (see §4.4) suggest that Landau's
assumption concerningf(x) near onset does not apply, say, at D/1 = 50. The large
intensities shown in figure 12 for S = 0.29 correspond with AS ,• 0.07, which may be
considered small. Even so, the velocity profiles shown in figure 12 imply that the mean
flow divergence is profoundly altered by the onset of the oscillating mode. Recall
further from table 1 (§4.2) that for D/O = 50 and 60, small reductions in S correspond
with relatively large reductions in the wave-breaking length. These results suggest that
the mean flow in the transition region can be significantly affected by the onset of the
oscillating mode, especially at D/O of the order 50. Figure 20 shows that near onset,
the near-field spectral intensity and its gradient are largest at just these D/O values. One
may therefore conclude that for D/1 values of the order 50, the rapid increase in near-
field disturbance intensity close to the onset can lead to significant variations in the
mean flow structure. If the spatial distribution of fluctuation intensity is related to the
structure of the mean flow, it follow that (5.2) should not hold for these D/t) values.

Although there is considerable variation in the character of the onset of the
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oscillating mode, one may interpret the occurrence of a stable periodic state in
homogeneous round jets as a 'bifurcation' of a nonlinear system from an equilibrium
state. Although there are obvious problems with this interpretation, such as defining
the equilibrium state, the bifurcation is a supercritical one for flow conditions
pertaining to this study. This result is in contrast with the findings of Sreenivasan et al.
(1989) for a small range of parameters; they used a 4.0 mm nozzle and found that the
oscillating mode was conditionally stable i.e. that the transition to a stable periodic state
should be modelled as a suberitical bijircation. We believe that this difference in
behaviour is due to changes in the mean velocity profiles at the nozzle exit; however.
because of the small size of that nozzle, we could not measure the velocity profile.

5.5. Streawniise evolution of the oscillating mode

In §4, the growth and interaction of large-amplitude vortical structures were examined.
We were able to distinguish kinematically between the waves associated with the
oscillating mode and waves associated with shear-layer modes usually studied in
homogeneous jets. In this section we aim to explore this distinction further by
examining their streamwise dependence near the nozzle, where the disturbances are still
small. We first establish a method for determining the most spatially amplified mode
between any two streamwise locations in the air jet, and then extend it to study
heterogeneous jets. For reasons that will be made clear later, this method is most
instructive when the oscillating mode is relatively weak. Therefore most of the
measurements are obtained at D/O values near 83, for which it has been shown (see
§4.2) that oscillation intensities are small.

Figure 21 (a) shows power spectra for u' measured using a hot wire located in the
shear layer of an air jet where U/U,( = 0.60 at streamwise locations x/O = 50. 100. 200
and 300; D/O = 93 for this flow. All four spectra are normalized by the maximum
spectral amplitude at x/O = 300. It is evident that the mode at 670 Hz plays a dominant
role in the evolution of the shear layer for these conditions. This mode is prominent
at x/O = 50 and grows continually until it dominates the spectrum at x/0 = 200. At
x/O = 300 the subharmonic has become dominant.

We would like to characterize the growth of small disturbances in a region of the jet
where nonlinear effects are small. With this intention we focus on the region x/0 •< 100.
Figure 21 (b) shows the ratio of spectral amplitudes at v/0 = 100 to those at v/0 = 50
at corresponding frequenciesf This function simply equals, at any given frequency, the
spatial growth rate of disturbances integrated between Y/0 = 50 and x/( = 100, The
mode that is most spatially amplified corresponds to the maximum value of this
function.

Comparison of the total amplification function (figure 21 b) with the spectra in figure
21 (a) reveals that the most energetic mode at x/O = 200 (670 Hz) is not the most
amplified mode in the near field (• 860 Hz). The spectra indicate that the mode at
670 Hz becomes dominant owing to the combined effects of its near-field prominence
and its subsequent amplification. That the initial velocity-independent spectral
distribution of u' could affect the frequency of the most energetic mode further
downstream in the shear layer was shown by Cohen & Wygnanski (1987); see also
Becker & Massaro (1967) and Gutmark & Ho (1983). The total amplification curve
(figure 21 h) allows one to distinguish between amplification, which varies relatively
smoothly with frequency, from the influence of initial field, which varies randomly.

Similar information can be extracted from the total amplification function in
heterogeneous jets, as long as the disturbances are sufficiently small, In figure 22. the
amplification of shear-layer disturbances between .\/0 = 25 and 75 is shown as a
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FIGiURE 21. (it) Normalized power spectra of it' obtained in the shear laver of an air jet at various
streamwise locations: - ----.. Y/O = 50. ....... xO= 100; --- - ---. x#i =2'00, 11 300. S
1.0; U/b,, = 0.6; D/d = 93. (h) Mode amplification between 500) and 1000i as a function of frequcncý
using spectra shown in (a).
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FHiUult 22. Mode amplification between v/0 ) 25 and x '/0 75 ats a function of frequency for
various values of S. Curves arc labelled with S. The gain at each S is dletermined to wxithin ain arbitrary
constant factor. Arrows indicate the frequiency ol the oscillating mode,
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FIGURE 23. Non-dimensional frequencyf/oLU, plotted as a function of S for (a) D/O = 83: (b) DI! =

73: (c) D!O = 62.5. >2. oscillating mode: 0. most amplified mnode as measured between x/i = 25
and 75. Errors bars denote measurement uncertainty.

function of frequency for S values ranging from 1.0 to 0.50. for DiO = 83. (For reasons
described in the Appendix, these curves are known only to within an undetermined
constant.) Notice that the curves resemble one another in shape, and that the frequency
of the most amplified mode varies smoothly with S. This continuity suggests that the
underlying physical processes involved in the streamwise amplification of disturbances
in homogeneous shear layers are not drastically different from those in the
inhomogeneous shear layer for this range of density ratios. This result is substantiated
by the general agreement found in §4.2 between the wavelength of regular shear-layer
waves and the theoretically predicted value. To our knowledge. this result has not been
experimentally confirmed previously (see discussion in Michalke 1984). Regarding
the oscillating mode, recall from figure 19 that for D/O = 83 the jet supports
oscillations whenever S < 0.61. The frequency of the oscillating mode for S = 0.60 and
0.50 is indicated in figure 22 by an arrow. We note that the frequency of oscillations
is distinct from that of the most spatially amplified mode. Evidently. for D/O = 83 the
jet supports both modes simultaneously. We shall shortly see how this observation is
consistent with the observed dominance of the oscillating mode.

In figure 23 the non-dimensional frequency of both the oscillating mode and the
most spatially amplified mode are plotted as functions of S for D/O = 83. 73 and 6_.5.
Notice that the curves for the two modes do not overlap for D/O = 73 and 62.5. For
these D/O, the oscillating mode is very intense close to the nozzle even for S near S,
As a result, the harmonics of the oscillating mode grow rapidly in the region 25 _<
X/t her 75, and indeed dominate the amplification curve for S < S,. For all three D/(;.
there is no obvious relationship between the frequencies of thle most spatially amplified
mode and of the oscillating mode. This result could not have been obtained from any
scaling argument, simply because no experimental study has been conducted which
shows how the most spatially amplified mode varies as a function of either 1)'/0 or S.
In fact it is clear from figure 23 that direct measurements are required to show that the
frequencies are unrelated.

We note thatJ !/ U,, for air jets shown in figure 23 are close to those measured by
Michalke (1971), but are some 30% below Drubka & Nagib's (1981) data (= 0.013).
The h•tter authors non-dimensionalized the frequency using 0) measured away from the
nozzle. Because the momentum thickness increases with Ax, this procedure yields a
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higher value for./ti/U, -Drubkz. & Nagib indeed noted that OIincreased by-40"o in 11hC
first 80 momentum thicknesses downstream. Regarding the theory. tile itn'
spatial growth rate is predicted to occur at slightly lower 1'01/U values as S Is oc"reased
(Mvichalke 1984). This agrees qualitatively with the daiý, depicted in figure 23 It should
be noted that the absolute value /l/U, corresponding with the spat'ilh' ni.cA amiphlfed
mode was found to be some 30) 40%Y below ti'- predicted value. both f'or S = I I and
0.5. This is remini~cent of the Cact that in lum~erou)Ls otl.er studies onl naturallk c\(tc~it
cold air jets.I/0//.1 for the most energei:. shear 'aycr mode ohscived w\as likewise Somle
30 40%4 below the predicted valute (,:.g. Gutrnark & P o (I 1(3),

To understand how the oscillatiag mode tends to dominate the flow field in spite of-
the fact that it is not associated with spectacular growth rates, we cxaniinc In fleUH-
24(a) the strearnwise evolultior, Of tile oscillatine2 mlod. hctwcenl %,/t' = and 'S 1h\
partitioning the interval into four smaller su bintervals, and c' ailnatilg lith, atiipli fical ion
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curves for each of the subintervals. For each subinterval. the total amplitication of the
oscillating mode (560 Hz) is not sharply distinguished from the amplitication at
neighbouring frequencies. The net total amplification between x/0 = I and 75 may be
viewed by comparing the power spectra obtained at the two locations. as seen in figure
24(h). Figures 24(a. h) together show that for D/O -- 83. the large base-to-peak
intensity of the oscillating mode is established right at the nozzle.

Our obse-vations, in summary. tre that, for D/O = 83. the base-to-peak intensity
measured in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle is generally close in value to that
measured at other locations upstream of tile wave-breaking point: quite generally. in
fact. the oscillating mode is not a :onsequence of an anomalous spatial growth. In the
next section. we examine the effect that acoustic signals and other controlled changes
to the environment have on the oscillating mode.

6. Response to acoustic forcing and other changes in the environment

6A. SensitirilY lo coherent dis;.irhamces

It has been established that the Strouhal number of the oscillating mode is independent
of the maximum initial shear-lave" disturbance level u'!,/, even when u'/U' , varies by
more than a factor of- (see figure I --, We can therefore say that the frequency selection
is determined uniquel3 b, the overall flow configuration. and by S and Di/. Figure 18
(05.2) shows similarly that the near-field base-to-peak intensity is not systematically
affected by a'/(, over the parameter region of intere4. This means that a large
compone it of the oscillation intensity is determined by ihe overall flow. as distinct
from external sources. This appears to be so in spite of the signiicant random scatter
seen in figure IX.

The folloý\ ing experiment is aimed at helping us understand the itifluence that time-
dependent. spatially-coherent disturbances can have on the oscillation intensity. The
disturbance is a sinusoidal icoustic signal which is spatially coherent in the sense that
the acoustic ývavelegth is much larger than the spatial scales of the flow :fD/a, <ý I.
Spatially coherent disturbances could arise in 'unforced* experiments as well. either
from acoustic cavity resonances of the upstream settling chamber. or from uncontrolled
far-fiCld acoustic sources.

6. I.I Overall rcywomc

In figure 25. the r.m.s. \alue of the hot-wire signal. E'. is plotted as a function of Y/0
for (ditlcrent values of the acoustic forcing strength, p'. p' is actually calculated using
the voltage which drives the loudspeaker. Ný Iiich is directly proportional to the radiated
acoustic pressure. These curves in figure 25 provide only a qualitative comparison of
fluctuation intensities at differing strcamwise locations, because even close to the
nozzle, the mean velocity and the Mean helium concentration difler for each x//P. and
so the proportionality constant relating E- and i' changes from place to place.

Figure 25(a) shows the response of the heterogeneous jet when forced at a frequency
060 1 lz. that is Unrelated to tile oscillatimig mode (740 H1z). For the range of forcing
amplitudes considered, the 960 Hz mode grows inl a roughly exponenti 'l I .shion until
nonlinear damping inhibits further amplification. The growth rate in the near field

i/0 ! 50) appears to be unatfected by tile forcii amplitude: the forcing merely
an umen ts tile spectral intensities in a spatially uniform manner. The maximum1
ilntensity attained with downstream distance appears to be nearly independent of the
forcing amplitude, except 'hat fhe i n .iimum is reached closer tot he noizle for larger
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forecit, amiplitudeIs. ACOUStiCallv e.\ited shcar-lai er modes in air jets exhibith these, samec
response characteristics (Frxmuith 1966).

Figure 250h) shows that these qualitative r-esultS alSO hold when the saiie jet I"
excited at the frequency 01 the oscillating modle, Thie two principal di1flerence,, are:irt
the intensit,, of' the oscillatinu, mode in thle absenlce o1 forcing i's sign i lilant lv 2reater
than the 860 Hz mode: scCondly, thle fractional increase in intensity. nd need b\ the
controlledl f'orcing is correspondi1nefly less for the oscillating mode.

Figure 25 helps to explain pre iouIs Studies in) acoustically forced heterogene1ous1 Jets,.
The present authors (Kyle 1986.- Sreenivasan c! al. I 989~) founI~d that at a fixed locatIOn1
in thle flow. the oscillating miode was essenitially insenit"ive to acoustic forcing. M ille
other shear-layer modes exhibited linear dependence onl p' whien p' was small. [or thle
present conditions. this behaviour Iis found at vx 19 = 100. w\here the oscillating2 Mode
response is nearly independent of' thle forcing' amplitude (figure 25 h)) \Nwhereas,ý thle
shear-layer modes, becauIse they are Initially less intense. shlow definite dependence onl
acouIstic forcing when the forcing is small or moderate (figure 2Su).

6.1_2. I-xuucicdpfortiont of ilic respn/YsIt

In order to obtain a more detailed. quantlitative picture of' thle response to external
Forcingy. it i's convenient to decompose the velocity field as foilok\s:

it' 1 i(v, r. low\-leve l dist urba nces) + ix. v, I)). f~

Here. it' is the meIasured Hintesitly of' velocity\ tiuct nat ions In the presence of' external
acouIstic fomcing. 11'. is the response of, thle .e t ýN Ihl no externa~ll\ appl Iedk acousti1c
Forcing : It is dependent upon thle partial coordinates. v and r. and possi bl\ upon lox' -

level disturbances arising from within t he jet tacilit% and thle ambient. it Is thle ecwited
port ion of' the response. and IS de~penldent upon1 thle Spatial coord inic a e Ind upon p7
Thi~s decomnposýitoion is essential for recognizing I the behlax lour off', Mhich a lone is a
function of' the forcing amlplitu~de whenever it\ is, of' compara ble magnitude: Oil"
si1tuation occur-s when thle let is f'orced at the f'rcq enex, of the oscil hating, mlode. \ ot
that (6.1I ) neither requirne, nor- imiplies that recept~ii itk is a1 linear prvocessl
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Figure 26(a) shows i,., plotted as a function of /?' at various streamwi~ise locations at
860) Hz for thle same flow conditions as In figuLre 25. It is expected that E' -k it for data
obtained at fixed probe locations very close to the nozzle. say For Y,/O. = 1. where the
acoustically excited disturbances are small enough that they do not significantly affect
the mean flow. The data show that for excitation levels spanning approximately two
decades, ui,-1 is proportional to thle forcing amplitude at x/(J = 1. l(0 and 25. It is seen
that the linear portion of these three curves are all parallel to one another with slope
equal to unity. Hence they must satisfy

lo1021f11- 0 a, l (+ G(Y). (6.2)

where G(.0x does not depend upon p'. Letting G(7() = log,,,g(.Y). (6.2) may be rew\rittenl
ats

11.ý = P'g(xV), (6.3)

where g(.x) describes the dependence of it,,, onl Y. From (6.3) it is clear that receptivity
is indeed a linear phenomenon for heterogeneous flows, Just as it is for homogeneous
shear flows. To our knowledge. this result has not been shown previously. In fa.ct, (6.3)
is a generalization of the resutlts obtained for air jets by Freymuth ( 1966) who found
g'(-) =Be"'. with B and Dt dependent upon Sit, alone. Although thle amplification
function g(.k) cannot be evaluated in this case, (6.3) shows that growth rate it] the near
field for the 860 Hzl mode is independent of the initial disturbance intenisity. This result
is reflected in figure 25(a). where the amplification curves arc all parallel to one another
in thle near field.

Figure 26(h) shows u1., ais a function of 17' wh~en the forcing frequency Is set equal to
(lhe oscillating, mode frequency. Note that these conditions are quite far from thle onset.
a,,V AS 0.25. It is seen that a'1.. is approximatel prprtoa to), at x/0)
I tt hecrinore. for these flow, conditions. the data suggest that (6.2) and (6.3) obtain

ýki11 mll\ slight error over a region extending from .\/(/ =I to at location somewhecre
hc!ýcc vv ,e v/ti - 25 and .v// 1 '75. Thus. background disturbances can Alfect thle

it Autfol ot vort ica I structutres associated with) thle oscillating mode in) much thle samie
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wav as thev do in air jets. Indeed if such disturbances are ver\ stronf.. igiurc" 2 \.i,_c't'
that they may also affect the wave-breaking length and the oxcrall ,Irucituc (d 11hC
mean field in .he tansition region

Finally. wve recall experimental results presented in Sreeni\, san 1, !d, ( I 9IO l(r Ith
case of extremely intense sinusoidal forcing. There. it was shox\ n that the tltm vii n
exhibit behaviour that is characteristic of a coupled nonlinear oscillator. in that 11C
oscillatory instability can become entrained or 'locked-in" to the frequLcn'\ odl 1he
torcing.

6.4. Test for the sensiticit 1 to the turhideme hercl (at the noS-:1 c \it
We have shown earlier that the frequency of the oscillating mode is independent ,l
weak ambient disturbances. In the following experiment. xwe examine w\hethcr ,tronu,
spatially incoherent vortical fluctuations originating upstream of the noM'le ha \c 1
strong cffect on the stability of the oscillating mode (see also Strykowski & Ru, I NtC),

Two screens of differing mesh sizes were installed scparatel. into the throat of the
13.3 mm nozzle, and the resulting qualitative changes in the power ,pettruin %k crc
observed using a hot wire located on the jet centreline. Although the screens \\ erc not
fully characterized, the turbulence levels along the centreline in the noztle plane \\Cic
measured. The results for Re = 3380 were: (a) with no screen. u'i ` . = 10013: (t,) \! ith
the small-mesh screen, a'/UL = 0.022: (c) with the large-mesh screen. u1, 111-15.

The nozzle fluid was then changed to helium while maintaining the same Rc. ;nd the
three spectra shown in figure 27 were obtained. With no screen. the fundamcntall riso',
25 dB above the background noise, with prominent harmonics. With the Nnall-mc.h
screen, the fundamental rose only 20 dB and is somewhat broadened. With the large-
mesh screen, the fundamental rose 25 dB above the noise and retained is 'spikine's:
however, its harmonics were attenuated relative to the flowv without the screen. Tlhus.
even at moderately high turbulence levels (of the sort not found in respectable Jet
facilities), the discrete frequency nature of the instability was not quenched. For both
screens the frequency decreased. This is not surprising when one considers that the
turbulent boundary layer must be thicker than the laminar one. and so by the scaling
laws described in §5. the frequency is expected to decrease.

6.5. Test,/or the sensiticit to the anmhient emironment
Another experiment was made to test the sensitivity of the oscillating inode to tlhc
spatial confinement of the jet. If the jet is surrounded by an open-ended circular
,ontainer sitting on the nozzle block, the oscillating mode hardly changes in intensit\
but shows a frequency increase by about 6 or 7 % when the container diameter and
height are about ten nozzle diameters. When the top of the container is covered h% a1
flat board with a small central hole (diameter on the order of the nozzle dianiete), the
oscillating mode disappears; this is not surprising because the recirculating flow set tip
in the container renders, in due course, the density of the ambient -as equal to that of
the nozzle -as. Experiments with several geometrical combinations of the container
have suggested to us that the oscillating mode disappears only tinder drastic chaiie,,
of the environment.

6.6. Sensairitmir to local perflo'latiol.s
While the oscillating mode is robust to many types of per(tIrbations. it is qlittle "sl\i ie
to modifications of the mean velocity field. A case in point is its beha\ionur i the
presence of an external body such as a small-diameter pin located at a suila le place
inside the flow. ['his was investigtted by Sreenivasan et a/. (1989) who placed fii IIe
centre of the jet perpendicuilar to the axis a straight pin of a celrain dialltclr n .l
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Fit'in 27. Power spectra showing the influence of grid -generated turbulence on the oscillating
mode: S = 0.14W D/O = 55:x/) = 2: r = 0: D = 13.3 mm. (a) No grid. u/i'. 0.003: (h) liner grid.
u/i.I' 0.022: (c) coarser grid, u'/I 0.055.

monitored the oscillating mode as a function of the pin position along the axis.
Typically, the pin diameter was an order of magnitude smaller than the nozzle
diameter. They observed that the oscillating mode could be suppressed whenever the
pin was located in a certain neighbourhood in the flow. The observation suggests the
possibility that the oscillating mode is a consequence of a local instability of the flow
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in that neighbourhood, and that it disappear because the pin significantly disrupts, the
mean flow near where the instability arises (see also Monkewitz et al. 1990). It should
be noted that perturbations to the mean ,elocity profile can affect the jet development
in isothermal air jets as well (Bradbury & Khadlm 1975).

7. Summary and discussion
7. 1 Distinction between rarious modes

In heterogeneous jets which do not support the oscillating mode. shear-layer
disturbances evolve in an analogous manner to those in constant density jets. We have
found that very close to the nozzle, the power spectrum of i is determined by a
combination of the background spectral peaks at the nozzle exit and the spatial
amplification rate of shear-layer modes. The latter is a smoothly \arying function of
the frequency of the disturbance. The maximum of this function is the 'most spatially
amplified mode'. The most spatially amplified mode is a smoothly varving function of
S. The non-dimensional frequency f/LU,, of this mode is in agreement with other
experimental studies in air jets. f1/Ue, decreases with S. as predicted by the spatial
stability theory for non-uniform density jets. From films we found that the average
value of the wavelength A1/ is also well-predicted by the theory.

Important changes occur whenever the jet supports the oscillating mode. The
structure in the near-field is highly organized both spatially and temporally, and
centreline values of t'/U,, can become extraordinarily large. The processes of wa e
breaking and roll-up formation occur relatively close to the nozzle. The non-
dimensional intensity of the oscillating mode and Strouhal number are definite
functions of S and D/O alone, that is they are not systematically affected by
background disturbances or by Re within the parameter ranges of this study. The
Imost spatially amplified' shear-layer mode also depends smoothly on S and Di10. but
the characteristics (A/(,fO/ U,L) of this mode have been shown to be unrelated to those
of the oscillating mode. The base-to-peak intensity of the oscillating mode measured
in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle is generally close in value to measurements made
further downstream in the near field. Thus, the shear layer acts as a spatial amplifier
in the usual way; the oscillating mode does not exhibit an anomalously large spatial
growth rate. The initial intensity of the oscillating mode can be influenced by acoustic
forcing in a linear fashion, but in a quiet laboratory this component is small relative
to the flow-induced portion.

7.2. Vorticitv
Although we have not measured the vorticity distribution in the presence of tie
oscillating mode, it is possible to argue that the oscillating mode is associated with
highly concentrated vortical structures. The instability of small disturbances in a
laminar jet results in the migration of vorticity to form periodic concentrations. In a
qualitative sense, the flow field which accompanies such vorticity disturbances is
analogous to the nonlinear solutions of the vorticity equation introduced by Stuart
(1967). These solutions, which are periodic in one direction and have shear in the other.
were used by Stuart to describe the flow patterns in a shear layer with periodic vorticity.
The stream function ,', for these solutions is given by

, --'r + In ['cosh (r) + A cos (x - ei)]. (7.1)

where c is the wave speed. and A and C' are related by

A = (c,-I'. 1(7.2)
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The parameier C" indicates the degree of concentration of the vorticity (C
corresponds to uniform vorticity in the x-direction. while C - --. corresponds to a ro•k
of point vortices (Lamb 1945). Stuart calculated I(/U,, using (7.1) and (7.2) and found
that at every point in the flow. the intensity increases monotonically Axith C. Note that
the area integral of vorticity over any fixed region does not change with C in Stuart's
solution: only the distribution is affected. The conclusion is that for a given amount of
mean vorticity, the velocity fluctuation intensity can be strongly affected by the degree
to which the vorticity disturbance is concentrated. We have measured the r.m.s.
velocity u'/U,, along the centreline for two jets with density ratios S = 1.0 and S = 0,29
but with identical (non-dimensional) mean vorticity distribution at the nozzle exit
(§4.4). We found that the jet supporting the oscillating mode (S = 0.29) exhibits
significantly larger centreline fluctuation intensities (figure 12). This suggests that the
vorticity is much more concentrated in the streamwise direction in jets which support
the oscillating mode.

Winant & Browand (1974) have proposed a model for the vortex pairing process
based on Stuart's solution. Their data show that for a given wave speed, both the initial
growth rate of the subharm•.in c instability and the co-rotating speed of pairing vortices
will increase with C. If it is true that the vorticity is more highly concentrated for the
oscillating mode. then Winant & Browand's results would suggest that for S = 0.29.
the pairing process should occur sooner and that the process should be more energetic.
We have indeed shown (see table 1) that the pairing generally occurs sooner in jets
dominated by the oscillating mode, and that the fluctuation levels reaches abnormally
intense values (figure 12) near the location ef vortex pairing.

7.3. Theoretical niodels
7.3. 1. Linear theory

We have not succeeded in experimentally identifying the direct physical cause of the
unusual instability arising under certain circumstances in variable-density jets. Various
measurements discussed in §§4 and 5 show that a plausible explanation is provided by
the linear theory for wave packet growth. Agreement and disparity between theory and
experiment will now be reviewed.

If (,,(k*(O)) > 0, the theory shows that in a streamwise homogeneous system. any
spatially localized disturbance will, as time increases, lead to an increasingly
monochromatic response, as observed. In fact, for S = 0.50 there is a reasonable
correspondence between the predicted and observed values of f O/U,., within a limited
range of D/O values around 80. In this same range of D/O, approximate correspondence
has been found between the predicted critical value of S(= 0.72) and the observed
onset value S,,(= 0.61).

On the other hand, as D/O increases much above about 80, the correspondence with
the theory breaks down. In contradiction to the theory, S,) rapidly takes smaller values
with increasing D/O (figure 19). For large enough values of D/1 the oscillating mode
vanishes, even though the theory predicts that for all S < 0.62. %o(k*(0)) > 0 even in the
limit of 0 .0 (Monkewitz & Sohn 1986, 1988). A complete validation of any linear
stability theory might comprise a matching of' velocity data with computed
eigenfunctions and cigenvalues, and a matching of any predicted critical parameter
values with their experimentally determined onset values. By these standards, the
correspondence between the oscillating mode and the spatio-temporal theory
sutmmarized in § I would seem quite scant.

Even the somewhat limited correspondence found in §.4 and 5 between the linear
theory and experiment may seem surprising because: (a) the instability theory assumes
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homogeneity in the streamwise direction, whereas the flow in the near field is stronvli
inhomogeneous. and (h) the oscillating mode is so intense that linear mechanisms can
be called into question without much thought. As regards (a). we have shown that tlhe
oscillating mode is global in the sense that the separate processes involhed in
laminar-turbulent transition occur in a globally organized fashion. On the other hand.
its initiation may be related to the local spatio temporal instability of a certain profile
in the near field. Some support for this for this conjecture comes frorn Chomaz. H uerre
& Redekopp (1988) who have shown that it is possible to construct a one-dimensional
linear system which exhibits just this behaviour. They have shown that if a certain
coefficient of the linearized Ginzburg Landau equation is allowed to vary spatially.
then within the context of that system, the existence of temporally growing modes of
the form rv)e"'' always requires that (,),(k*(O)) > 0 for some spatial interval (see the
review by Huerre & Monkewitz 1990). Concerning (h), a common experience is that the
frequency of instability between the linear and nonlinear stages does not vary much.
We stress that. although the linear theory might help in understanding the behaviour
of the instability, large-amplitude motions play an essential role in sustaining the stable
periodic state overall.

7.3.2. Nonlinear theory

Raghu & Monkewitz (1991) have pointed out that considerable physical insight
might be obtained from studying the temporal growth of the oscillating mode. They
have tried to show that the oscillatory disturbance field in a heated air jet can be
modelled as a 'global temporal mode', that is,

u'(x. t) = A(t)f(x). (7.3)

and that this mode obeys the Landau equation. Because of the similarity between the
two flows, such a conclusion would also be appropriate to the heterogeneous flows
considered here. Unfortunately, their results are inconclusive in that they obtained
data at only a single streamwise location and provide no information as to whether the
factorization (7.3) is valid. Moreover, our examination of onset for a wide range of
flow conditions (§5.4) indicates that the spatial distribution of fluctuation intensity can
itself be strongly amplitude-dependent near onset. For such behaviour the factorization
(7.3) is inappropriate. Yet, the 'bifurcation' appears to be of the supercritical type for
jets produced in many laboratory facilities. (For an exception under certain
circumstances, see Sreenivasan et al. 1989.) In further pursuit of this line of inquiry. we
propose that transient response simultaneously measured at different streaimvise
locations would be very valuable. At least under flow conditions with slow transient
growth, one might learn more about the incipient stages of the oscillating mode.

We thank Professors Edward Bolton and Boa-Teh Chu for useful discussions. The
work was financially supported by a grant from the Air Force of Scientific Research.

Appendix. Interpreting hot-wire spectra of small disturbance in laminar
heterogeneous shear layers

While one is primarily interested in measuring the power spectral density of a' in the
shear-layer region, a single hot wire cannot be used in regions of variable density where
the mass fraction of helium c fluctuates. This is because the hot-wire voltage E is
affected by both fields:

lE'(/ X.\,r) =- li('(ct.,\.O. t"l,~ )) A I
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F16URE 28. Power spectra of u obtained at different radial locations in the shear layer region:S =
1.00: D/O = 83: x/O = 75: . potential core:. . r = ID + 50. The arbitrary reference for the
dB scale varies for the two curves.

Instead, the power spectral density of u' has been obtained using a hot wire placed
within the 'potential core' region, where both the mean velocity and the mean helium
concentration are uniformly distributed in the radial direction. Because c can only
decrease owing to mixing, it follows that concentration fluctuations are altogether
absent in the potential core. For each of the flows discussed in this Appendix, the
existence of this region has been confirmed. In each example, the hot wire was placed
very near to where either U or c (or both) is just beginning to decrease with r. i.e. near
the 'inner edge' of the shear layer. At this location the hot wire responds only to the
velocity fluctuations associated with shear-layer disturbances. which are presumed to
be strong along the inner edge of the shear layer (see Freymnuth 1966).

Flow uniformity within the potential core, as well as the location of the inner edge
of the shear layer, was confirmed in each case as follows. As the hot wire is moved
radially outward from the centreline by small increments 6r, the mean voltage changes
according to:

•'Ei'l ý •l,•c
E(r+ <r) - E(r) = (r) ( -'-- (41r). (A 2)(1U •r N. ý#r

The partial derivatives F'E/'U and JE/Yc have been measured directly by placing the
hot wire at the centre of the nozzle exit and separately varying U and c for several
different conditions. It was found that ?E/J., ýE/fc > 0. while (ýE/1U)/1(E/Oc) is of
order unity (see also Way & Libby 1971). Because (I/. Ur,Y/•'r < 0 the mean voltage
will always decrease with r. Thus, the radial extent of the potential core can be
unambiguously determined.

Unfortunately, it is not convenient to rely upon measurements obtained in the
potential core because the presence of the probe itself can alter the evolution of shear-
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FIGtRIU 31. Mode amplification between x/O = 25 and -v/t0 75 as a function of trequ0cn for t\o
different radial locations: S = 0.60: D/0 = 62_5: - potential core: r r= V1)-5o. The .ain
at each r is dctermined to within an arbitrary constant factor.

layer disturbances (Hussain & Zaman 1978, Sreenivasan ei al. 1989). We haxe
therefore measured the spectrum near the outer edge of the shear layer at r = .,D+ 50
and exploited the result, discussed below, that in regions near the nozzle where
disturbances are small, the power spectral density function obtained at r = -D + 50 is
approximately the same as the power spectrum of it obtained in the potential core.
except for a constant factor which is independent of the frequency.

Figure 28 shows power spectra of ei obtained in an air jet within the polenfial core
(0 = 'D- 100) and near the outer edge of the shear layer (r = ;D 50) at 1/(O = 75. The
spectra have been multiplied by arbitrary constants selected to show the similarity in
the form of th, curve. It is seen that the spectra are very similar, except at the lowest
frequencies. Measurements in air jets obtained at different streamwise locations .X'/i <
75 and for differing D/O all yield similar results. Figure 29 shows power spectra for
S = 0.70 at v x 250 and 750). Again the spectra obtained within the potential core and
at r = 'D + 50 are approximately the same except for a constant normalizing factor.
Figure 30(a) shows that this similarity can extend even to jets which support the
oscillating mode, so long as measurements are made close to the nozzle. In figure 30 (h).
the similarity has degraded somewhat, presumably owing to large-amplitude effects.
Note that for each potential core measurement, possible effects associated with the
intruding probe were monitored using a second hot wire located well outside the shear
layer. No intrusion effects were observed for the examples shc'vn in figures 28 30.

During the course of this study, spectra obtained at r = 'JD + 50 arc used for
calculating the following measures: (i) base-to-peak intensity measured in the
immediate vicinity of the nozzle (x/D = 0.10). Whenever probe intrusion is not a
factor, this measure is found to be roughly independent of r (see figure 30a). (ii) Most
spatially amplified mode (§4.4). Figure 29 suggests that the functional relation between
spatial amplification rate and frequency should be approximately independent of the
radial position, except for a constant factor that is independent of frequency. More
particularly. the maximum of the spatial amplitication curve (§5.5) should be
independent of radial position. This is confirmed in figure 31 for S = 0.60 and !)/0 =
62.5. Again, the spectra are seen to differ most in form at the lowest frequencies. (iii)
F'requency of the oscillating mode. This measure is actually a constant for all points in
the transitional flow.
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Abstract-fThc 1O radicals in a hydrogen dittumon tainc hurnirie in amwicnit ,ir u,•. ' •' Ah i

planar laser-induced fluorescence. L.ocal thickncsc•, M tc Off rcgwfns wcrc rmeiurcd xt hrcU d• tr i nw
distances. Measurements shoAr that the thickness is distrihuted ippr,,\tn.tcl% ,•coidoij! i,, a ,n,
probability densir. function.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spatial structure of turbulence plays a significant role in determining dynamical
processes such as mixing, stability, and lift-off in turbulent flames. Understanding the
basic structure of turbulent diffusion flames involves many issues such as turbulent mixing.
scalar diffusion, multistep chemical kinetics and heat release. Molecular mixing occurs
across scalar interfaces between the fuel and the oxidant. Combustion occurs Alhen mixing
is completed to stoichiometric limits within these interfaces. The corresponding heat
release will in turn have a large effect on the local structure of turbulence. This interplay
is quite complex, and we shall not be concerned here with those details. Instead. xNc
concentrate on one aspect. namely the thickness distribution of hydroxyl radical (014) in
a hydrogen-air diffusion flame. OH is a product of combustion and. with some limitations
to be discussed later, is considered to be a diagnostic of the flame zone.

The spatial structure of OH regions has previously been characterized in terms of
thickness, axial scale, orientation, and location in hydrogen-air diffusion flames at various
Reynolds numbers (Seitzman et al.. 1990). Htowever, the probability density function
representing the thickness of OH regions has not previously been studied in detail. In
cold flows, the thickness of mixing interfaces is on the order of the smallest scales of
motion (LaRue & Libby, 1974; Sreenivasan et al., 1989). It can further be showAn that
the probability distribution of such scales is lognormal. If reaction zone structures have
similar properties, it is possible that our knowledge of the cold flow structure may be
translated, even if in a somewhat limited sense, to the characterization ot cu,,mbusting
systems.

With this in mind, we have made measurements of the thickness distribution of the
OH regions in a low-to-moderate Reynolds number hydrogen diffusion flame burning
in air. The measurements show that the OH regions are quite fat (in comparison with
the Kolmogorov thickness of the cold flow), and ,hat their thickness is approximately
lognormal in distribution. Some remarks are made on the interpretation of these
observations.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURtE,

Experiments to visualize a diffusion flame were designed at the United '1,chnologics,
Research center. The goal was to identify the reaction region and obtain a data base for its
thickness distribution. Because of the difficulties in imaging instantaneous reaction zones
of hydrogen flames and the good signal qualities otf H. images of Ol1 regions---which
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detection primarily from the (0,1)) band. 'Fhe camera resolution of 5i1' x 512 pixels
allowed an average image resolution of 0.1)9 inmipixel. Output of the camerai \\ ,as fed to
aI video recorder for continuous acquisition.

The videotaped data were digitized onl a Macintosh 11 Llusjite aModel 1)12255 D atai
Translation digitizing card with a 6401 > 480 square pisel form~at and associated mc
processing software. Imageis were digitized to 8-hits and the dynami111c r-alr'e \& akion thle
oirder oif 30); however, the precise value of' thle signal to noise ratio \ aried from pixel toi
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pixel. being thc lowest where the structures wecre diffuse and OH- concentrations lo\\ -
The measurements here were limited to assessino the relative thickness of the spatial
distribution of the OH regions, and the absolute \aluc of piiel intensities and their
relation to OH concentration were used only to determine thle *eLcdge ot O11 regions.
Considering the system as a whole, the projected resolution amounts to approximately
0.095 mmfopixel in the vertical direction and 0.15 mm. pixel in thle horizontal direction
over a 46 mmn x 46 mml area. The smallest structure measured wkas on thle order of min
in width.

Twenty random lv selected images of the flame at each of the three strcamwkisc location"
were digitized. The thickness of the 01F1 region in each of these images w measured at
equal intervals along the length of the flame. At each inter-val, thle shortest line across the
OH region was defined and a profile of the pixel intensities along the line was obtained.
The edge of the OH region was identified bysttn a threshold of pixel intensity from
which best defined the width of the profile and was sufficiently above thle noise level of
the image. The number of pixels along the line crossing the OH1 regions with intensities
above the threshold value were then counted. This procedure wkas repeated using three
different pixel intensity thresholds, corresponding to intensities 60. 70) and 80 percent
below the maximum intensity. From Visual observations, it was found that much lowecr
thresholds would have been contaminated by noise. For comparison. hand measurements,
were also taken directly from images projected on to a large screen. In this technique
the edges of the OH regions were determined visually rather than by pixel threshiolding.
It should be noted that glancing cuts of the laser through the jet add uncertainties to
the interpretation of the data. Structures from the images which were clearly deemed
ats glancing cuts were not used in the analysis. From the recorded data. histograms of
the thickness of the OH regions were produced.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic parameters of the cold flow, estimated according to the 'standard, evolution
of round jets (e.g., W~ygnanski & Fiedler. 1 968). are shown in Table 1. These data are
not directly relevant to the local flame front because thle latter is nearly laminarizcd b\
the large heat release. Yet, the local reaction .egions arc bufleted by the turbulence-
in the core of the flow: some idea of the cold flow data wkas therefore thought to be
appropriate. The turbulent Reynolds number Re, is based onl the estimated root-mecan-
square (rmns) centerline velocity and integral scales. '[he Kolmogorov length and \'elocit\
scales, estimated according to the standard turbulence scaling relationship. are included:
so are estimates If 1)ark(hlcr number. Da, based onl chemical react ion time scale,, of
both the for\ ard and recomibination reactions.
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xld=38 x/d=58 x/d---98

FIGURE 2- Visualizations of OH concentration in a hydrogen diffusion flame at three locations do~nstream
of the nozzle- Reynolds number at the nozzle is Re = 24M.0 Nozzle diameter. d -ý 2.5 mm. Width of the
images is x - 46 mm in real space.

Before we present the results, a comment is in order on the effect of buoyancy, which
might be expected to have increasing influence with increasing distances from the nozzle.
Some symptoms of buoyancy in jet flows include increases in momentum flux, Reynolds
number, and activity and size of large eddies. In studies of buoyancy effects on turbulent
diffusion flames of propane, Becker & Yamazaki (1978) found that transition from a
momentum driven to a buoyant driven state begins when a nondimensional streamwise
coordinate, R - R1/3 (x/D,), approaches a value between I and 2. Here. Ri, is a 'source'
Richardson number based on an effective 'source diameter' given by D,. The value of
Sis substantially smaller in our flame except at the last measuring station, where it is of
the order of 3. Thus, a priori considerations suggest that some effect of buoyancy may
be present at the last measuring station. We shall later take a closer look at this issue.

Figure 2 shows three typical realizations of the OH regions at the three downstream
positions mentioned earlier. As expected, they become more convoluted with increasing
downstream distance. The OH regions are thin in comparison with the flow width, but
their thickness is far larger than the Kolmogorov scale of the cold flow. As observed
in a similar experiment on a hydrogen-air diffusion flame (Kychakoff et al., 1984), this
relative fatness of the OH regions is in part due to the low Reynolds number of the
flow. In the experiment by Kychakoff et al. (1984) it was found that with increasing
Reynolds number, the width of the structures became smaller and had greater variations
in size. Similar characteristics were also observed by Seitzman et al. (1990). who note
that the diffuse structures are predicted well by the quasi-equilibrium distributed reaction
(QEDR) model developed by Bilger (1988). A detailed review of the influence of other
factors such as dissipation, mixture fraction and their role in the structure and thickness
of turbulent nonpremixed flames can be found in Bilger (1988).

Because of the relatively slow recombination time of OH. we also expect the thickness
of the OH regions to be broader than the instantaneous reaction zones. Bilger (1989a)
gives an estimate for the flame thickness A in terms of the Kolmogorov scale il for one-
step, second order irreversible reactions as A/Y1 = Da - 1/3 Re J' 4S c- 1 1-yrt- If, where Sc is
the Schmidt number and -y/ is the rms of mixture fraction. This relationship qualitatively
explains how the Damk6hler number can affect the size of a reaction zone. As shown in
Table 1, for hydrogen-air reactions Da is much smaller for the reverse reaction involving
the free radical OH than for the forward reaction. Hence we expect OH regions to cover
a larger area than the instantaneous flame region. For laminar counterflow methane-air
diffusion flames, predicted number densities of both CH and OH in mixture fraction
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FIGURE 3. Distributions of the thickness of the OH regions at 38. 58, and 98 diameters downstream of
the nozzle. (a)-(c): Edges of OH regions determined by setting a threshold on the pixel intensity (see text
for details). (d)-(f): Edges of OH regions determined visually. Smooth curves denote fits using mean and
rms values from the measurements.

space (Bilger, 1989b) have shown that the OH regions are broader and exist in high
concentrations slightly to the lean side of the instantaneous reaction zone marked by
CH.

Figures 3(a)-3(f) are histograms of the thickness of OH regions taken from the digitized
images at 38, 58 and 98 diameters downstream. Figures 3(a)-3(c) represent measurements
obtained by defining the 'edges' of the OH regions by a thrcshold which is 60% below
the largest intensity. It was found that the histograms were the same for two other pixel
thresholds (70% and 80% below the maximum intensity). Figures 3(d)-3(f) correspond
to hand measurements described earlier. The histograms at each axial location, obtained
by the two different methods, are reasonably close to each other. To the extent that the
histograms are not sensitively dependent on the axial location, we infer that the buoyancy
effects even at the last station are not severe--even though a priori considerations suggest
otherwise. This should not come as a total surprise because buoyancy has different degrees
of effect on different quantities; apparently, the normalized histograms belong to the
category where the effects of moderate levels of buoyancy are minimal.

An attempt was made to fit the histograms with a lognormal probability density function
using the measured mean and standard deviation. The lognormal fits, shown by the solid
curves, are reasonable. The histograms were also fitted by the Rayleigh distribution
function which is similar in shape to the lognormal. The Rayleigh distribution fits the
body of the histograms reasonably well, but not the tails. It was found that the lognormal
estimates were closer to the measurements. Low-order statistical data are presented in
Table H1.
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IABI-IL II

Statistical averagces from Oil thickness mcasurement,.

Average rms

Xd thickness (mm) thickness (mm) SkewncsS, latlness

38 4.40 1.78 1.26 5.07

58 4-32 1.79 1.33 f.77

98 5.22 3.59 1.18 7.11

One would like to extend these statements to the reaction regions themselves. Unfor-
tunately, as already remarked, because of the slow recombination time and temperature
dependence of OH radicals, the visualized OH regions are larger than the reaction
zone. The exact relationship between the thickness distribution of instantaneous and
post combustion regions is not evident. However, OH has previously been noted as a
good diagnostic of reaction zone structures (Hanson, 1987, Vandsburger et al.. 1988: and
Kychacoff et al., 1984). Experiments such as those by Smyth et al. (1985) on methane-air
diffusion flames as well as the study of Bilger (1989b) and Keyes & Smooke (1990).
have shown that peaks of OH concentrations coincide with high temperature areas and
tend toward the lean side of the reaction zone. Although our reservations noted above
remain in force, the prospect that these results are applicable to instantaneous flame
and mixing regions is promising.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A hydrogen diffusion flame was visualized by the laser induced fluorescence of OH
radicals. Measurements showed that the thickness of OH-containing regions is approxi-
mately lognormal. Such findings may be applicable to the flame thickness and to mixing
interfaces.
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An update on the intermittency exponent in turbulence
K. R. Sreenivasan and P. Kailasnath
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(Received 27 July 1992; accepted 19 October 1992)

The issue of experimental determination of the intermittency exponent P, is revisited and it is
shown that the "best" estimate for it is 0.25 +-0.05. This "best" estimate is obtained
from recent atmospheric data, and is based on several different techniques.

Ever since Kolmogorov' introduced the intermittency Equation (5) is equivalent to Eq. (3) only at very high
exponent, more than a dozen attempts have been made to Reynolds numbers.
obtain its numerical value from experiments. The resulting It is safe to say that p2=13, and that p3=p4 trivially.
estimates have varied from as low a value as 0. 18 to as high However, Eq. (4) may not yield satisfactory results be-
as 0.7. (See Ref. 2 for a summary of early measurements, cause of crossover effects discussed by Nelkin2; these ef-
Table IV of Ref. 3 for measurements until about 1975 and fects are important at all finite Reynolds numbers. Further,
Refs. 4-10 for experiments made thereafter.) It is unsatis- the scaling region apparent in one procedure may well be
factory that this exponent, which plays a moderately im- different from that in another. The quantity we shall call
portant role in the theoretical framework of turbulence, intermittency exponent is p =p 2=p3. The constants p 4 and
should be known with no better certainty. We present in /A5 are good approximations to p only if the Reynolds num-
this Brief Communication a brief critique of the various ber is very high. The constant pi is not related to the other
definitions and experimental techniques used for determin- p's except through the hypothesis of some cascade model.
ing the intermittency exponent, and provide the best esti- We are now in a position to comment on experiments
mate for it from recent atmospheric data. in more specific terms. Most of the early estimates of the

Some of this variability is clearly due to differences in intermittency exponent were made by using Eq. (4).
the definitions of the intermittency exponent, and it is Nelkin"3 pointed out the difficulty in estimating u via V4

therefore essential to describe all of them briefly. We find it when the scaling range is finite and, with this background
convenient to adopt different symbols to denote the differ- and a model calculation, deduced a value of 0.25 from
ent definitions of the intermittency exponent. First, there is Kholmyansky's)4 spectral data. Antonia et at 5 followed up
the constant p, in Kolmogorov's lognormal hypothesis' with an immediate experiment in a fairly high Reynolds
given by number jet (RA= 9 6 6 ), and confirmed Nelkin's estimate.

=ApIlog(L/r). ) They obtained, by means of Eq. (3), the exponent to be
around 0.2. This latter estimate was confirmed by Ansel-

Here, c2 is the variance of the logarithm of e, which is the met et al.,6 who also used Eq. (3). It is interesting that
energy dissipation averaged over an interval of size r, L is Anselmet et al. found, from the same data at a moderate
the "macro" or "integral" scale of turbulence, and the ad- Reynolds number, that p5 was about 0.45, emphasizing the
ditive constant A is presumed to depend on the large scale finite Reynolds number effect to which we have already
of the flow. uludect. i•,t c'ecent multifractal scaling work•'"° has

On the basis of a generic self-similar cascade model- yielded a value of about 0.25 :± 0.05. These same experi-
for relevant background, see Refs. 2 and It; for a more ments also showed that the measured value of pI was about
modern interpretation in terms of multifractals, see Refs. 9, 0.23, in close agreement with 0.25. This may indicate that
10, and 12-we can write some kind of cascade process is not a bad model for tur-

E2) -r '1. (2) bulence.
Despite this seemingly conclusive evidence that the in-

From Novikov's"l argument (discussed at some length in termittency constant is about 0.25 ±10.05, older estimates
Ref. 2, Sec. 25), one can also write for homogeneous tur- have often found favor in the literature. For example.
bulence that Baker and Gibson, 7 and Gibson 8 have used a value of 0.5

for pu. Gibson (private communication) has indicated how
.(3) the smaller value of 0.25 would imply, when used in con-

By Fourier transforming Eq. (3), one obtains for the spec- junction with the lognormal model for the energy dissipa-

tral density of the energy dissipation E*1 (k) - k' -1, which tion, an astronomical value for the energy -containing scale.
we shall write as It seemed that an effort at revisiting the issue, and settling

it conclusively if possible, was worthwhile.
Et(k).-k'- v4 (4) We systematically examined the various methods of

Finally, use has also been made in the past of the definition determining the intermittency exponent using some recent

that data obtained in the atmosphere. Measurements were
made in the atmospheric surface layer about 6 m above a

([E(x) -(Et)I [(x+r)- (E)J)-r1) . (5) long stretch of a wheat field canopy. and at a height of 2 m
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FIG. 1. The log-log plot of (e(x)E(x+r)) vs r (assuming Taylor's hy- FIG. 2. The log-log plot of (OE) %s r for the same set of data used in Fig
pothesis). In this and the following two figures, r is expressed in terms of 1. The best slope is 0.27.
sampling units= 1/6000 sec and the wind velocity %as 6 m/sec. The best
estimate of/x=0.25. This so-called best estimate was obtained by trying
various values of the expcnent ,, and deciding upon the value ofPt which less the same exponent irrespective of whether we use Eqs.
N ielded the best flat line in plots of (ordinate/r 55) in Eq. (3). (4) or (5). See Fig. 3. We tentatively conclude that the

discrepancy in the two methods of measurement in the
experiments of Anselmet et aL is their lower Reynolds

above the roof of a four-story building. The mean wind number.
velocity varied between 4 and 6 m/sec. Velocity fluctua- We now use an alternative method for the determina-
tions were measured using a standard hot wire (5 um in tion of the intermittency exponent. This method uses the
diameter, 0.6 mm long) operated on the constant temper- so-called multiplier distributions4.1'2 appropriate to the
ature mode on a DISA 55M01 anemometer. The anemom- inertial range. Briefly, the multipliers M, are defined as the
eter voltage was digitized on a 12-bit digitizer at a sampling ratio of the energy flux (or the energy dissipation rate)
frequency of 6000 Hz. This sampling frequency was found contained in an eddy of size r in the inertial range to that
to be adequate for capturing most of the small-scale fluc- in a box of size ar, where a is an integer that equals the
tuations. The linearization of the signal yielded a time trace number of subeddies into which a parent eddy is presumed
of the streamwise velocity fluctuation u(t). The dissipation to break up. The multipliers M•, are random variables that
field was approximated by (du/dt)2. This assumes that the possess a well-defined probability density function, p(M,).
space derivative could be approximated by the time deriv- In Ref. 12, it was shown that, for any given a, p(M,) is
ative according to Taylor's frozen flow hypothesis, and
that one component of dissipation is an adequate represen-
tation of the total dissipation statistically. It is believed that
these approximations were not critical to the determination 2
of the intermittency exponent. The internal Reynolds num- A

ber based on the root-mean-square velocity and the Taylor Q I
microscale varied between 1500 and 2000. -

The following characteristics of the data reassured us
about their quality. The power spectral density showed a
sizeable scaling range with a slope of approximately - 5/3 . ..
(actually slightly steeper). The third-order structure func- 1. " ,
tion varied linearly with the separation distance"'5 for more
than a decade of variation in the separation distance. . . 'K

The most unambiguous methods of determining . are .,.. i
from the Eqs. (2) and (3); to our knowledge, all previous V
measurements that used these methods have given a value
close to 0.25. Figures 1 and 2 from the atmospheric data
show that both Eqs. (3) and (2) yield essentially the same
answer, namely, / is about 0.25. (Note, however, that the
scaling ranges in the two figures are somewhat different.)

While the experience of Anselmet et al.6 would suggest FIG. 31 ([(6x) (e)l[c(x f-r) -(0f]) v% r for the same set of data used
that there is little point in using Eq. (5), we obtain more or ii Fig. 1. The best slope is 0.27.
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independent of r for all r in the inertial range. Chhabra and (Mi,) :.: 7/24, which gives, p 0.22. 1,i- the p model ol Rvf,
Sreenivasan 1 obtained the distributions of these multipli- 16, also for a 2. (11`2) -- 0.29, which gttes , 01.21.
ers for several values of a, and published results for a=2, All these considerations lead us to conclude that the
3, and 5 (Fig. 2 of Ref. 12). The fact that p(M,) is inde- "best estimate" ftr the interrnittenci c,,potecnt Is It 0.25
pendent of r for any given base a can be used to advantage ± 0.05.
in obtaining converged values of high-order moments that Incidently, all our estimates 1 ' for the intcrmittencx
one would otherwise not be able to measure reliably. Al- exponent in the case of the scalar dissipation are ii the
though the probability density p(M,) depends on a, the vicinity of 0.35.
various scaling exponents given by the multifractal spec-
trum are independent of a. In particular, the intermittency ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
exponent is independent of the precise value of a chosen. One of us (KRS) is thankful for useful correspondence

It is easy to compute p2 from multiplier distributions, to Professor M. Nelkin (who also provided the impetu, for
Let us start with an eddy of size unity, and normalize the this note) and Professor C. Gibson. Wc thank Mr. G.
total energy dissipation in that eddy to be unity. Let such Stolovitzky for his help with multiplier distributions lead-
an eddy break down into a pieces, and let the energy dis- ing to Eq. (8).
sipation contained in each piece (as a fraction of the total The work was supported by the Air Force Office of
contained in the parent eddy) be picked randomly from Scientific Research.
the appropriate distribution p(Ma). Let us examine thesubeddies that have resulted after n steps in this cascade. '.N. Kolmogorov. "A refinement off presious h',potheses concerning

the local structure of turbulence in a % iscous incompre,,siblc fluid it hi•h
By the definition of the multipliers, the amount of energy Reynolds number." J. Fluid Mech. 13. 82 (19621.
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